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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION: NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE

,.

•

The staff recommends that the Commission, after public hearing, determine that no substantial
issue exists with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed, project
incompatibility with neighborhood density and scale, because the appellants have not raised
any substantial issue with the local government's action and its consistency with the certified
LCP.
A large part of the appellants' concerns involve the potential consequences and impact of
widespread development of substandard lots such as the one involved in this appeal. Such
development could result in an unanticipated and unplanned level ofbuildout since the LCP's
original buildout estimates did not take into account development of the substandard lots. The
appellants have made a strong case that the LCP's shortcomings in this respect could result in
serious impacts on community character, coastal resources and the exisiting and planned
infrastructure capacities of the area. However, the Coastal Act limits this appeal to the much
narrower issue of whether the appealed project, as approved by the County, raises issues of
conformity with the certified LCP as it stands today. Thus, the staff concluded that concerns
raised about the short comings of the existing LCP policies do not constitute valid grounds for
an appeal.
·
Although the density of the approved house, as well as its mass and scale, may affect the
appearance of a coastal neighborhood, it will not, in and of itself, significantly affect coastal
resources and the appellants have not demonstrated that a substantial issue is raised regarding
the conformance of the project as approved with the relevant LCP policies and standards. The
project represents compatible infill in a developing subdivision. The LCP provides for
approval of houses on substandard lots such as the subject parcel, pursuant to a use permit. In
this case, a use permit was granted and the design of the house was modified to enhance
compatibility of the house with the neighborhood. Furthermore, the County's approval of the
house does not rise to a level of regional m statewide significance, and will not have great
precedential value for interpretations for the LCP. For these reasons the staff recommends that
the Commission determine that no substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds on which
the appeal was filed.

•

The Motion to adopt the Staff Recommendation ofNo Substantial Issue is found on Page 4.

•
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STAFF NOTES:
1.

Appeal Process.

After certification of Local Coastal Programs (LCPs), the Coastal Act provides for limited
appeals to the Coastal Commission of certain local government actions on coastal development
permits (Coastal Act Section 30603).
Section 30603 states that an action taken by a local government on a coastal development
permit application may be appealed to the Commission for certain kinds of developments,
including developments located within certain geographic appeal areas, such as those located
between the sea and the first public road paralleling the sea or within three hundred feet of the
mean high tide line or inland extent of any beach or top of the seaward face of a coastal bluff.

•

Furthermore, developments approved by counties may be appealed if they are not designated
the "principal permitted use" under the certified LCP. Finally, developments, which constitute
major public works or major energy facilities may be appealed, whether approved or denied by
the city or county. The grounds for an appeal are limited to an allegation that the development
does not conform to the standards set forth in the certified local coastal program or the public
access and public recreation policies set forth in the Coastal Act .
The subject development is appealable to the Commission because it requires a use permit, and
thus is a conditional use, rather than a principal permitted use.
Section 30625(b) ofthe Coastal Act requires the Commission to hear an appeal unless the
Commission determines that no substantial issue is raised by the appeal. If the Commission
decides to hear arguments and vote on the substantial issue question, proponents and opponents
will have three minutes per side to address whether the appeal raises a substantial issue. It
takes a majority of Commissioners present to find that no substantial issue is raised. Unless it
is determined that there is no substantial issue, the Commission would continue with a full
public hearing on the merits of the project, which may occur at a subsequent meeting. If the
Commission were to conduct a de novo hearing on the appeal, because the proposed
development is between the first road and the sea, the applicable test for the Commission to
consider would be whether the development is in conformity with the certified Local Coastal
Program and with the public access and public recreation policies of the Coastal Act.
The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission on the substantial issue question
are the applicant, the appellant and persons who made their views known before the local
government (or their representatives), and the local government. Testimony from other persons
regarding substantial issue must be submitted in writing .

•
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2. Filing of Appeal.
The appellant filed an appeal (Exhibit I 0) to the Commission in a timely manner on March I,
1999, subsequent to the County's issuance of the Notice ofFinal Action, which was received in
the Commission's offices on February 16.

•

Pursuant to Section 30261 of the Coastal Act, an appeal hearing must be set within 49 days
from the date an appeal of a locally issued coastal development permit is filed. In accordance
with the California Code of Regulations, on March 2, 1999, staff requested all relevant
documents and materials regarding the subject permit from the County, to enable staff to
analyze the appeal and prepare a recommendation as to whether a substantial issue exists.
These materials were received on March 15, I999.
I.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION ON SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE

Pursuant to Section 30603(b) of the Coastal Act and as discussed in the findings below, the
staff recommends that the Commission determine that no substantial issue exists with respect to
the grounds on which the appeal has been filed. The proper motion is:
MOTION:

I move that the Commission determine that Appeal No. A-1-SMC-99-014 raises NO
substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed pursuant
to Section 30603 of the Coastal Act.

•

Staff recommends a YES vote. To pass the motion, a majority vote of Commissioners present
is required. Approval of the motion means that the County permit action is final and effective.
II. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS.

The Commission hereby finds and declares:
A. APPELLANTS' CONTENTIONS

The Commission received an appeal of the County of San Mateo's decision to approve the
project from Garret Crispell, C. Morris Gaede, and Barbara Mauz. The project as approved by
the County is a new one-story, 1,294-sq.-ft. home on a 25-foot-wide, 3,000-sq.-ft.legal
nonconforming parcel in the El Granada area of northern San Mateo County.
The full text of the appellants' contentions as submitted to the Commission is included in
Exhibit 10. This text, in turn, states additional contentions in part by referencing numerous
documents that are part of the local record (Exhibits 11-13). Many of the contentions are

•

•
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repeated in somewhat different form in the various referenced documents. For purposes of the
analysis, staffhas summarized and consolidated the contentions into general categories as
discussed below.
The remaining contentions allege inconsistency with the County's existing LCP provisions
regarding the local decision-making process, density, design and related zoning and use permit
standards, and the protection of sensitive habitats.
1. Adequacy of the LCP Regarding Substandard Lots
The first category addresses the appellants' contentions that place the appeal in a broader
context that essentially concerns the adequacy of the existing LCP itself in addressing issues of
areawide planning and cumulative impact .
"Broader issues regarding development on 25-foot lots have surfaced as a result of the
proposed project. .. (Ex. 8, pg. 2, item 7)

•

"Approval of this project, as proposed, will create thousands of entitlements. This in tum
will exacerbate a multitude of problems related to the existing infrastructure
deficiencies ... sub-standard lots are not included in the LCP build out
numbers ... [therefore] the assumptions and provisions of the LCP regarding build out,
density, capacity, proportionality and design are not accurate and do not reflect the
changing landscape of the Mid Coast Communities." (Ex. 7, pg.l)
"25 foot non-conforming lots have not been counted and included in the build out
numbers. Policies regarding development on these non-conforming lots have not been
certified by the Coastal Commission. Thus any permits issued are not in compliance with
the Local Coastal Plan." (Ex. 8, pg. 2, item 6)
(See also Ex. 12, pg. 2, items 6 and 7)
2. Local Decision-Making Process
The second category of contentions allege inconsistencies with the County 's existing LCP
provisions regarding the local decision-making process.

•

"Applicant arranged (through Planning Commission staff) for the hearing to be scheduled
without the knowledge of the assigned project planner who we contacted for information,
as directed. This resulted in inadequate time to prepare a full and complete presentation.
In addition, the hearing did not proceed as scheduled, resulting in Mr. Crispell having to
leave without being able to present critical information to the Commission." (Ex. 8, pg. 2,
item 1)
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"Issues and concerns regarding potential drainage problems were sarcastically dismissed
by a Commissioner as a 'red herring.' These problems are real and a matter of serious
concern." (Ex. 8, pg. 2, item 4)

•

"The applicant has cited 5th amendment constitutional issues regarding the 'taking'
concept as authoritative grounds for approval by the County. Approval of the permits in
question will establish precedents that will have far reaching consequences for the
County. Until such time that the courts find that the 'taking' principle is applicable to this
project, there is no factual basis for approval on legal or constitutional grounds." (Ex. 8,
pg. 2, item 8)
"The Board of Supervisors should initiate a full review by the County Counsel of the
issues raised by this project and have these matters adjudicated in the federal courts before
approving any further permits for development on 25-foot non·conforming lots." (Ex. 8,
pg. 2, item 9)
"The applicant has misrepresented the facts and engaged in activities that give the
appellants good cause for concern that, as a result, special privilege is granted." (Ex. 8,
pg. 2, item 10)
"Finally, appellants have good cause for alarm due to our previous experience with
County zoning and planning agencies during the J. L. Johnson saga. Our neighborhood
was adversely impacted when a speculator/developer was allowed to trample the rights of
the property owners and no one would act on our behalf until it was too late. We implore
the Board to recognize our rights and act now to prevent irreparable harm to our
neighborhood by denying the permits in question." (Ex. 8, pg. 2, item 11)

•

(See also Ex. 12, pg. 1 and pg. 2, items 1,4, and 8-11)
3. Alternate Locations

The third category of contentions allege inconsistencies of the project as approved with LCP
provisions regarding alternate locations for the development.
"There are alternative properties where this project could be developed without harm to
the neighborhood and sensitive coastal resources ... The larger issues regarding the
impact of development of25 foot lots on density, parks, traffic, and visitor serving
resources will remain but can be addressed in an orderly and proactive manner." (Ex. 7,
Section IV, pg.3)

•

•
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4. Density
The fourth category of contentions allege inconsistencies of the project as approved with LCP
density requirements.
"Section 1.3 thru 1.5 of the LCP governs issues relevant to development patterns. 1.3
essentially says established patterns must preserve and protect the environmental
features which form the unique natural setting of the community ... "
" ... the Community Plan govern[s] land use densities. Further development at the
density levels represented by this project will result in a change from medium to high
density residential. The potential impact on the coast from this outcome is obvious."
(Ex. 7, Section IV, pg.2)

5. Design and Related Zoning and Use Permit Standards
a. Scale, Character and Proportionality

•

The fifth category of contentions allege inconsistencies of the project as approved with design
and related zoning and use permit standards of the certified LCP, including neighborhood
impacts and lot consolidation requirements.
"In the process of approving the USE and CDP permits .. .local government failed to
enforce the letter and intent of the sections of the LCP that are based on sections 30210
through 30264 of the Coastal Act ... " (Ex. 7, Section IV, pg.l)
"The County cites LCP Policy 8.13 in support of this project. It is accurate in its
representation of the first three of the sections of the policy, but misses the intent of
paragraph d:
d. Design structures which are in scale with the character oftheir setting and
blend rather than dominate or distract from the overall view ofthe urbaf! scape.
(Ex. 11, pg.4)
"Sections 1.2, 4.1, 7.1, 7.2, 7.2(a) and (b), 7.3, 7.8, 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13 ofthe Local
Community Plan detail the goals and objectives of the mid-coast area that includes
Montara, Moss Beach, and El Granada. This project, as proposed, is incompatible with
the scale and character of the neighborhood in which it is located. It does not comply
with the design guidelines of the "Community Design Manual". (Ex. 7, Section IV,
pg.2)

•

"This project is in the "sphere of influence" of HalfMoon Bay. Thus, policy issues of the
Half Moon Bay LCP are equally applicable to the area in question. The proportionality
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and floor area ratio standards addressed by HalfMoon Bay are based on widely
accepted and reasonable planning formulas. Following these guidelines, this project
grossly exceeds the standards for non conforming lots. Philosophically, building
guidelines call for small homes on small lots. 1325 Square feet with 49% lot
coverage is not a small house. The proportionality and floor area ratio formulas would
limit the house on this lot to 900 square feet. Compliance with this standard would
substantially mitigate the problems and concerns. Provided it also conformed to a
standard front set back, complied with parking requirements (it does not comply now),
and did not exceed the 35% lot coverage standard applicable to other homes in the area,
the project would then be proportional and less injurious to existing homeowners. In
its present form, this project even exceeds the standard established in urban areas over
the hill." (Ex. 7, Section IV, pg.2-3)

•

b. Neighborhood Impacts
"Section 1.3 thru 1.5 of the LCP governs issues relevant to development patterns. As a
result of the 50% lot coverage allowed, this project will not ... [preserve and protect the
environmental features which form the unique natural setting of the community). ..
Consequently, it does not qualifY for a Coastal Development Permit." (Ex. 7, Section
IV, pg.2)
"The proposed project will be detrimental to the public welfare and injurious to the
property and improvements in the said neighborhood. The conditions imposed by the
Zoning Hearing Officer and affJlllled by the majority of the Planning Commissioners do
not mitigate this fact." (Ex. 8, pg. 1)

•

"The siting and topography of the lot in question renders any development on this parcel
detrimental to the surrounding property owners." (Ex. 8, pg. 2, item 2)
"The approved 5-foot front setback will result in irreparable harm to the adjoining
property, and is out of character with the conforming properties in the immediate area."
(Ex. 8, pg. 2, item 3)
"Other issues involving the historical use of said property, parking, infrastructure, and
other factors that jeopardize the health and safety of the existing residents have not been
adequately addressed." (Ex. 8, pg. 2, item 5)
(See also Ex. 12, pg. 1 and pg. 2, items 2, 3, and 5)
6. Lot Consolidation

•

•
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"Another issue ... involves the affirmative obligation to exhaust all potential means for
merging sub-standard lots before considering development. Mr. Crispell made an
attempt to purchase and merge this lot in 1997 (See Real Estate Purchase Contract.)
Any claims of hardship by the applicants are fallacious as they knowingly and willfully
prevented the desired merger which would have prevented all of the ensuing problems
and potential harm to the neighbors and coastal area. Appellants were prevented from
presenting evidence and testimony regarding these facts. If a Coastal Development
Permit for this project is denied, merger remains a viable option." (Ex. 7, Section IV,
pg.2)
7. Sensitive Habitats
The sixth category of contentions allege inconsistencies of the project as approved with the
LCP provisions regarding the protection of sensitive habitats.
"LCP Policy 7.3 requires protection of sensitive habitats. The county has acknowledged
that severe drainage problems exist in the area that pose a risk to the health and safety of
the residents and rise to potential civil liability levels ... Similar development in this
area will exacerbate drainage problems. Drainage from the area in question flows into
the Mirada Surf area which has been identified as sensitive wetlands habitat in a recent
EIR. Drainage from the area in question flows through garages and other areas
containing toxic substances. Although the Zoning hearing Officer added conditions
relating to drainage impact on the adjoining properties, the potential impact on nonadjoining properties and the sensitive habitat have not been addressed. Drainage also
flows into the ocean .. .'' (Ex. 7, Section IV, pg.2)

•
B.

•

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTION

On September 3, 1998 the San Mateo County Zoning Hearing Officer approved with conditions
(see section C below) the application for a Use Permit and Coastal Development Permit to
allow the construction of a new single-family residence with non-conforming setbacks on the
subject 3,000-sq.-ft. non-conforming size parcel. On September 11, 1998 an appeal was filed
by Garret Crispell, C. M. Gaede, Barbara Mauz, et al. On December 9, 1998, the Planning
Commission denied the appeal and upheld the Zoning Hearing Officer's decision on a 3-2 vote,
approving the project subject to the conditions applied by the Zoning Hearing Officer. The two
dissenting Commissioners (Nobles and Silver) based their decision on the location of the parcel
within the neighborhood. Their concerns focused on the impact of this project on the
preservation of health, safety, and welfare of the neighborhood. The Commission majority
brought up the fact that the Board of Supervisors has considered the development of
substandard parcels and found that there would not be a threat to the buildout calculations in
Mid-Coast, although the Board did require mergers when substandard lots are jointly developed
to ensure that the lots cannot be subsequently separated. In addition, the Commission, brought
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up the fact that they (the Commission) are obligated to allow a homeowner a reasonable use of
their land.

•

On December 23, 1998, the appellants filed an appeal to the Board of Supervisors. The Board
of Supervisor held a public on the project on February 9, 1999, and on a 4 to 1 vote, denied the
appeal, upholding the Planning Commission and approving the project subject to the conditions
previously applied.
The County then issued a Notice of Final Action on the Coastal Development Permit, which
was received by Commission staff on February 16, 1999 (see Exhibit 6). The project was
appealed to the Coastal Commission in a timely manner on March 1, 1999, within the 10working day appeal period. On March 2, 1999, staff requested all relevant documents and
materials regarding the subject permit from the County; these materials were received on March
15, 1999.

C.

PROJECT SETTING AND DESCRIPTION, AND HISTORY.

The subject parcel is located at 910 Ventura, in El Grenada, an unincorporated community
north of the downtown area of the City of HalfMoon Bay. The parcel is east of Highway One
and consists of a 3,000-sq.-ft.lot (25 feet wide by 120 feet deep) and has not been merged with
any contiguous parcels. The parcel is zoned R-1/S-17, with a minimum lot size of 5,000 square
feet. The neighborhood was originally subdivided into 25-foot by 120-foot lots, most of which
have been combined and developed as standard 5,000+ sq. ft. parcels. Most adjacent properties
are developed with single-family homes. However, there are two 25-foot wide vacant parcels
adjacent to the south of the subject parcel.

•

The project site slopes to the rear and is covered with weeds and grasses. There is a large
eucalyptus tree near the front of the parcel. No sensitive habitat exists on the site. The site
slopes away from the road on approximately a 13 % average slope. The front half of the lot has
an average slope of appro~imately 16%.
The project as approved by the County consists of the placement and development of a new
one-story, 1,294-sq.-ft. modular home on a subject 3,000-sq.-ft.legal nonconforming parcel.
(The originally proposed lot coverage was 1,325 square feet, but with the deletion of the
proposed deck, the coverage was rediuced). The original site plan is attached as Exhibit 3. As
conditioned and approved by the County, however, the following changes are required: (1) the
use of horizontal wood siding for the entire structure, (2) deletion of the proposed deck and
compliance with a 20-foot rear yard setback, (3) redesigning the roof to increase the proposed
3:12 pitch to a 4:12 pitch, and adding a dormer on each side of the house (4) repositioning the
structure to be no higher than 16 feet in average height. Nearby residences also are mostly 2story, wood-sided structures. A photograph (looking west) of the site, with story poles in place
indicating the structure's height, is attached as Exhibit 4.

•

•
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D.

SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE ANALYSIS.

Section 30603(b)(l) of the Coastal Act states:

The grounds for an appeal pursuant to subdivision (a) shall be limited to an allegation
that the development does not conform to the standards set forth in tlte certified local
coastal program or the public access policies set forth in this division. (emphasis
added)
As discussed below several of the contentions raised in the appeal do not present potentially
valid grounds for appeal in that they do not allege the project's inconsistency with policies and
standards of the certified LCP·. These contentions fall into two groups: those that concern the
alleged inadequacy of the LCP to address broader issues of the development of substandard
lots, and those that present allegations about the local decision-making process.

1. Appellants Contentions That Are Not Valid Grounds for Appeal

•

a.

Adequacy of the LCP Regarding Substandard Lots

A principal issue underlying many of the appellants contentions is concern about the
consequences and impact of widespread development of substandard lots such as the one
involved in this appeal. The appellants contend that development of a substantial number of
substandard lots could ultimately result in an unanticipated and unplanned level ofbuildout
since the original LCP buildout estimates did not take into account development of the
substandard lots. Such development could result in serious impacts on community character,
coastal resources and the exisiting and planned infrastructure capacities of the area. As stated
by the appellants:
"Broader issues regarding development on 25-foot lots have surfaced as a result of the
proposed project. These issues are being investigated by a variety of agencies and
concerned individuals. These issues need to be addressed and resolved by the County
before any further permits are issued." (Ex. 8, pg. 2, item 7)
"Approval of this project, as proposed, will create thousands of entitlements. This in tum
will exacerbate a multitude of problems related to the existing infrastructure deficiencies.
For example, recent major traffic modeling studies prove that the Coast Side is already
past build out. (See Capacity Report) ...

•

A major focus in our appeal(s) has been the fact that sub-standard lots are not included in
the LCP build out numbers. (See the "Perkovic Report") Simple logic leads to the
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conclusion that the assumptions and provisions of the LCP regarding build out, density,
capacity, proportionality and design are not accurate and do not reflect the changing
landscape of the Mid Coast Communities." (Ex. 7, pg.1)

•

"25 foot non-conforming lots have not been counted and included in the build out
numbers. Policies regarding development on these non-conforming lots have not been
certified by the Coastal Commission. Thus any permits issued are not in compliance with
the Local Coastal Plan.'' (Ex. 8, pg. 2, item 6)
(See also Ex. 12, pg. 2, items 6 and 7)
In support of their contentions, the appellants submitted a "Capacity Report" compiling data
from studies done about development in the area. This report summarizes concerns about
substandard lots as follows:
There has been no definitive planning around the issue of how to manage land use and
impacts for thousands of vacant, substandard lots created by Coastside subdivisions
more than 90 years ago. Not only are substandard lots uncounted for in the LCP
buildout total (19000 sewer connections worth of buildings), but the number oflots is
unknown.
The magnitude of this uncertainty can be seen by comparing the number of substandard
lots (5000) manually counted for the Montara Sanitary District (Montara and Moss
Beach) [Ref. 15: 8/97 MSD Ltr] with the number of lots (2000) the County gets from
statistical sampling of the entire Midcoast. [Ref. 16: 3/98 County StaffRpt] ...

•

Letting market forces and court cases alone determine what happens on such a large,
unknown number of substandard lots, introduces so much uncertainty into what the
LCPs can accomplish, that the basic LCP assumptions may no longer be applicable.
These are serious concerns. The consequences of higher buildout totals and overloading
infrastucture capacities could include: (1) increased levels of congestion on Highways 1 and 35,
with consequent adverse impacts on opportunities for recreational access to the coast, (2)
increased demands for already strained water supplies, and the heightened problems associated
with overdraft of the groundwater basins, including reduced water flows for streams and
wetland areas, and (3) exceeded water treatment capacities, with consequent hazards of
renewed pollutant discharges to the ocean.
The Commission itself has already expressed concern that extensive development of
substandard lots could exceed development levels anticipated in the LCP. As one part of LCP
Amendment 1-97-C, the County submitted amendments to the certified zoning nonconformities use permit section of the LCP that were intended to address the substandard lot

•

•
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question. The amendments more or less incorporated the lot coverage and floor-area ratio
(FAR) provisions ofthe "San Mateo County Policy: Use Permits for Construction on NonConforming (25-foot-wide) Residential Parcels" (Exhibit 17). This Policy was adopted in
March, 1992, but was never submitted for certification as part of the LCP. In the hearings on
Amendment 1-97-C, numerous community members raised concerns that the standards in the
existing Policy and the proposed amendment permitted houses too large for such small lots,
causing undesirable impacts to community character. Moreover, there was concern that making
such small lots more marketable would increase the incentive to develop them as individual
building sites, rather than to combine them into building sites that meet zoning standards. This
in tum would result in an unanticipated level of buildout of small lots, with the potential
impacts discussed above.
For these reasons, the Commission's action on LCP Amendment 1-97-C rejected the approach
offered by the County to resolve the substandard lot problem. The Commission recognized that
simply rejecting the County's proposed amendment would not solve the problem, and directed
staff to encourage the County to determine the exact magnitude of the problem, and develop an
effective means to deal with it.

•

The County subsequently reviewed its previous estimates of the total number of substandard
lots on the Coastside. Based in part on this information, the County Board approved a new
policy for review of substandard lots that provides for the merger of contiguous, commonly
owned substandard lots in the R-1/S-17 zoning district when a house on such lots is
constructed, enlarged, or demolished. In addition, the policy provides that if the median parcel
size for newly developed parcels in the R-1/S-17 zoning district drops below 5,000 sq. ft. for
two consecutive years, the County would reconsider establishing a comprehensive merger
program. It should be noted that this policy has not been submitted to the Commission for
incorporation into the LCP. The County did not choose to resubmit revised design standards
for home on substandard lots, but did offer County planning staff assistance to the Mid-Coast
Community Council if it demonstrated broad community support for such more restrictive
standards. The Midcoast Community Council is comprised of community members elected to
represent the interests of the Midcoast area.
There has been much subsequent public debate about the adequacy of the approach the County
has taken. The Midcoast Community Council has actively raised the issue of potential
problems associated with buildout of substandard lots; their letter is included as Exhibit 19.
Another local public agency, the Grenada Sanitary District has been so concerned with the
potential impact on its facilities ofbuildout of substandard lots that it has commissioned a study
in part to specifically count the substandard lots in its jurisdiction.

•

Indeed, some of the facts related to this appeal raise serious concerns over the efficacy of the
County's approach to substandard lots. As discussed further in section 2c, page 26 below, the
subject parcel was recently one of three "contiguous, commonly owned substandard lots" held
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by Richard Shimek and Shannon Marquard. The 8,000-sq.-ft. total area of the three lots, if
merged, would have met the minimum 5,000-sq.-ft. parcel size required by the zoning district.
However, in the period leading up to the submittal of the subject development proposal to the
County, two of the three lots were sold to different neighbors, leaving the remaining 3,000-sq.ft.lot to be sold to yet another purchaser, the present applicant. That three contiguous lots in a
single, common ownership could be sold off in a manner that necessitated developing a
substandard building site rather than merged into a parcel meeting minimum lot requirements,
poses real questions about the workability of the County's approach.
Commission staff had expressed concern to County staff during the formulation of its
substandard lot consolidation policy that precisely this kind transfer of title could be used as a
loophole to avoid the consolidation requirements. Staff further cautioned that it would be very
difficult to tell if such transfers were happening on a large scale, because such sales or transfers
do not require any permit. Moreover, once done, the "creation" of substandard lots by this
means is very difficult, if not impossible, to reverse. If the breakup of the original property
involved in this project is a harbinger of what may come, and indeed what may already be
happening, on the MidCoast, a substantial number of substandard lots may soon be on their
way to becoming building sites. Given this scenario, the concerns of the appellants and others
over a potential substantial future increase in the development of substandard lots may well
warrant development of an LCP amendment by the County.
In the contentions listed above, the appellants essentially question the appropriateness of the
current standards in the certified LCP governing development of substandard lots, and imply
that these standards should be changed. As noted, such changes may only be made through an
LCP amendment, an entirely separate process from the review of this appeal. Coastal Act
Section 30603(b)(l) specifically limits the grounds for appeal to the question of whether the
proposed development conforms to the public access and public recreation policies of the
Coastal Act or, as is the issue here, to the standards of the certified local coastal program as
it stands. Therefore the appellants' contentions related to the adequacy of the LCP's policies
with regard to substandard lot are not grounds for appeal.

•

•

The appellants also contend that the project as approved is not properly proportioned in part as
follows:
"This project is in the "sphere of influence" of HalfMoon Bay. Thus, policy issues of
the HalfMoon Bay LCP are equally applicable to the area in question. The HalfMoon
Bay proportionality and floor area ratio formulas would limit the house on this lot to
900 square feet." (Ex. 7, Section IV, pg.2-3)
This contention is not grounds for appeal because, even if the project is in the "sphere of
influence" of HalfMoon Bay, the applicable LCP is the County's, not HalfMoon Bay's.

•
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Moreover, the cited formulas appear to have been a matter of discussion, and have not yet been
adopted by Half Moon Bay, nor certified by the Commission as an amendment to its LCP.
Nevertheless, the information offerred by the appellants is relevant to the larger issue of
substandard lots if the County were to pursue an LCP amendment. In fact, the City of Half
Moon Bay shares concerns about a large number of substandard lots, and some amount of
consistency in approach between the County and the City would be warrented. The formula
considered by the City states:
Development on Substandard Lots would require the application of a proportionality
rule ratio to determine the standard for review for any City of HalfMoon Bay permit.
The proportionality rule ratio for a substandard lot would be established by dividing the
square footage of the substandard lot by the Zoning District's standard lot size. This
ratio would be applied to the residential standards for development for lot coverage and
floor area ratio (FAR).
Under this definition of proportionality, only a house of900 square feet would be allowed.

•

The Commission has recognized this issue of proportionality of development on small lots, and
adopted its own definitions in other areas, most notably the Santa Monica Mountains. There,
the Commission's current formula would provide for a "Gross Structural Area" (GSA) of 1136
square feet, less than that of the project as approved.
The size of houses permitted has a direct effect on the economic incentives for developing
substandard lots, and is likely to substantially affect how many lots are voluntarily
consolidated, and how many are developed as individual building sites. However, again, the
question of whether the proportionality provisions of the current LCP should be changed is not
a valid ground for appeal.
Other issues discussed below as valid for appeal, also contribute to the concern over the broader
issues of development of substandard lots, including affects on density and community
character
Yet as significant as these issues are, in the action currently before it, the Commission is
limited to determining whether the project as approved meets the existing LCP standards, in
isolation from the broader planning concerns over the adequacy of the LCP.
The Commission therefore finds that the appellants' contentions with regard to the LCP's
general approach to the question of substandard lots are not valid grounds for appeal.

•

b.

Public Hearing Process
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Among other concerns, the appellants contend that they had inadequate time to prepare a
presentation at the local hearings and the local hearings didn't occur at the time of day that was
anticipated. The appellants list a number of contentions regarding the project review and public
hearing process and the deliberations of various decision-makers at the County level (see
section II.A.2 above).

•

LCP policies
Chapter 20B of the County's Zoning Code sets out the requirements for review of a coastal
development permit (CDP). These requirements include specific procedures for notice, public
hearings, criteria for decisions and where applicable, procedures for appeal.
Discussion
The County states in the record that "the hearing was scheduled and noticed in accordance with
normal procedures and in compliance with State law and County ordinances. Notice was
mailed to all owners within 300 feet and published in the San Mateo Times and HalfMoon Bay
Review." The appellants contend the hearing did not proceed as scheduled, and that their
representative had to leave prior to making a presentation. The certified LCP hearing
procedures do not require specific speakers to be given a time certain to speak, and
unfortunately it is rare that anyone can actually foretell the specific time a given public hearing
item will come up. These difficulties are inherent in the public hearing process. The applicants
do not allege that they were not provided the required notice, nor that any other specific LCP
procedural requirement was unmet. Neither do the appellants cite a specific LCP policy or
standard that they feel the County's actions did not conform with in this regard. As the
concerns raised by the appellants do not allege the project's inconsistency with policies and
standards of the certified LCP, the Commission finds that the contention is not a valid ground
for appeal.

•

c. Alternate Locations

The appellants contend "There are alternative properties where this project could be developed
without harm ... " (Ex. 7, Section IV, pg.3). Obviously, there are many other vacant parcels that
could be developed with a home, but that statement could apply to almost any proposed project.
The appellants do not cite any LCP provision that the project is inconsistent with in this regard,
and thus this contention is not a valid ground for apppeal.
2. Appellants Contentions That Are Valid Grounds for Appeal.

The contentions discussed below present potentially valid grounds for appeal in that they allege
the project's inconsistency with policies and standards of the certified LCP. These contentions
allege that the approval of the project by the County raises issues related to LCP provisions

•

•
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regarding density, design and related zoning and use permit standards, and the protection of
sensitive habitats.
Coastal Act Section 30625(b) states that the Commission shall hear an appeal
unless it determines:
With respect to appeals to the commission after certification ofa local
coastal program, that no substantial issue exists with respect to the
grounds on which an appeal has been filed pursuant to Section 30603.
The term "substantial issue" is not defined in the Coastal Act or its implementing regulations.
The Commission's regulations indicate simply that the Commission will hear an appeal unless
it "finds that the appeal raises no significant question. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, section
13115(b).) In previous decisions on appeals, the Commission has been guided by the following
factors:

•

1.

The degree of factual and legal support for the local government's decision that the
development is consistent or inconsistent with the certified LCP and with the public
access policies of the Coastal Act;

2.

The extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the
local government;

3.

The significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision;

4.

The precedential value of the local government's decision for future
interpretations of its LCP; and

5.

Whether the appeal raises only local issues, or those of regional or
statewide significance.

Even when the Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, appellants nevertheless may obtain
judicial review of the local government's coastal permit decision by filing petition for a writ of
mandate pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure, section 1094.5.
In this case, for the reasons discussed further below, the Commission exercises its discretion
and determines that the development as approved by the County raises no substantial issue with
regard to the appellants' contentions regarding density, design and related zoning and use
permit standards, and the protection of sensitive habitats .

•
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a. Densities
The appellants contend that Section (Policy) 1.3 through 1.5 of the LCP govern issues relevant
to development patterns and state that Policy 1.3 "essentially says established patterns must
preserve and protect the environmental features which form the unique natural setting of the
community.,,

•

The appellants also contend that construction on the subject lot violates the requirements for
density in urban areas as stated in the County,s LCP land use and zoning provisions, including
LCP.
The appellants additionally state:
The "Substandard Lot Study" released by the County in Jan. 1999 reveals that 20% of
the S-17 lots and 70% of the S-9 lots developed in 1998 were below the zoned
minimum size.... Ifthe trend in the Substandard Lot Study continues the residential
areas will be in the "medium high density" (8.8 to 17.4 d.u./ac). "The subject...parcel
would equate to 14.5 dwelling units per acre, ... " Many nonconforming parcels are as
small as 2500 sq. ft. and would create densities equivalent to 17.4 dwelling units per
acre. (Ex. 7A, pg.l ,2)
LCP Policies
Policies 1.3 to 1.5 state in part:
1. 3

•

Definition of Urban Areas
a. Define urban areas as those land suitable for urban development because
the area is either: (1) developed, (2) subdivided and zonedfor development at
densities greater than one dwelling unit/5 acres, (3) served by sewer and water
utilities, and/or (4) designated as an affordable housing site in the Housing
Component.
b. Recognize, however, that in order to make a logical urban/rural boundary,
some land has been included within the urban boundary which should be
restricted to open space uses and not developed at relatively high densities (e.g.,
prime agricultural soils, and sensitive habitats).

I. 4

Designation of Urban Areas

•

•
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Designate as urban those lands shown inside the urban/rural boundary on the
Land Use Plant Maps. Such areas include Montara, Moss Beach, El Granada,
Princeton and Miramar.
1.5

Land Uses and Development Densities in Urban Areas
(a) Incorporate the adopted Montara-Moss Beach-El Granada Community Plan
into the land use plan for the Mid-Coast, but amend it where necessary to meet
Local Coastal Plan objectives.
(b) Permit in urban areas land uses de~ignated in the Land Use Plan Maps and
conditional uses at densities specified in Tables 1.2 and 1.3.

Discussion

•

The appellants contend that "Section [Policy] 1.3 of the LCP essentially says established
patterns must preserve and protect the environmental features which form the unique natural
setting of the community." Policy 1.3 does not say this, but rather sets out the criteria for
which areas will be designated as "urban" in the LCP. Policy 1.3a provides that areas meeting
any one of the four enumerated criteria (see above) are "urban." Moreover, Policy 1.4
specifically designates the El Grenada area, where the parcels lies, as an urban area. The
reference in Policy 1.3(b) to land within designated urban areas which should be restricted to
open spaces uses and not developed at relatively high densities" refers to land in the area which
specifically contains "prime agricultural soils and sensitive habitats." The subject parcel does
not have these characteristics and the development as approved represents infill development
within an existing developed neighborhood. Therefore, the Commission finds that this
contention does not raise a substantial issue with regard to the project's conformance with
Policies 1.3 and 1.4.
The appellants also contend that project as approved is inconsistent with the zoning densities
specified in LCP Policy 1.5. The LCP Land Use Maps designate densities for most areas of the
County. However, the LCP Land Use Maps do not show density designations for the subject
area; instead, notes on the LCP Land Use Maps refer to the maps in the Montara-Moss BeachEl Granada Community Plan, consistent with the incorporation of that Plan into the LUP
through Policy 1.5. The Community Plan land use maps, in tum, designate the density for the
area as "medium density" (6.1-8.7 d.u./ac). LCP Table 1.2. additionally defines "Medium"
density as 6.1 to 8.0 dulac. The parcel's zoning is R-1/S-17, Single Family Residential with a
5,000-square- foot minimum lot size. This zoning district does not specifically identify an
allowed density.

•

The appellants calculate the density as approved by the County for the subject parcel as 14.5
dwelling units per acre. This density is higher than those prescribed for the area by the
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Community Plan land use maps. However, the LCP does not contain a policy or standard that
states that an already existing legal lot cannot be developed for an allowed use if such
development would not meet the designated density for the area where the lot is found. In fact,
other provisions of the LCP specifically allow the development oflots at this higher "density."
Section 6133 of the Zoning Code, Non-Conforming Parcels, (Exhibit 20) establishes a Use
Permit process that provides for exceptions to minimum lot area (i.e. density) standards. The
County Board of Supervisors approved such a Use Permit for the project's "density" exception,
as required by the LCP. Thus the project as approved does not raise a substantial issue of
conformance to the certified LCP's policies related to density.

•

The conformance of the project as approved to the specific additional requirements of Section
6133 is discussed in further detail below.
b.

Community Design Policies and Related Zoning and Use Permit Requirements

The appellants make a number of contentions regarding the project's conformance with LCP
Implementation Program standards concerning a project's proportionally to its site and its
compatibility with the scale and character of the neighborhood.
LCP Policies
Policy 8.13 states in part:

8.13 Special Design Guidelines for Coastal Communities.

•

The following special design guidelines supplement the design criteria in the
Community Design Manual:
a. Montara-Moss Beach-El Grenada
(1) Design structures which fit the topography ofthe site and do not require
extensive cutting, grading, or filling for construction.
(2) Employ the use ofnatural materials and colors which blend with the
vegetative cover ofthe site.
(3) Use pitched, rather than flat, roofs which are surfaced with non-reflective
materials except for the employment ofsolar energy devices.
(4) Design structures which are in scale with the character oftheir setting and
blend rather than dominate or distract from the overall view ofthe
urbanscape ...

•
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The appellants also cite sections of the Montara-Moss Beach-El Granada Community Plan,
which, as noted above, is incorporated into the LCP by LUP Policy 1.5. The Community Plan
policies (Exhibit 16) are generally reflected in Policy 8.13, but also include specific policies
that "new structures [be] designed to harmonize with their surroundings" (policy 7.3)," apply
the DR (Design Review) Overlay Zoning District ... to provide for design compatibility with
surrounding development ... "(policy 7.11 ), and to "apply the S-17 Overlay Zoning District to
reduce building size and lot coverage for new structures, and to insure that new residential
development is in scale with its surroundings." (policy 7.13).
The subject parcel is in the S-17 Combining District which prescribes the minimum lot size,
height, setback and other requirements for standard lots. As noted above, where an existing lot
does not conform to these requirements, it becomes subject to Zoning Code section 6133 of the
LCP Implementation Program (Exhibit 20).
Section 6133.3 of the Zoning Regulations requires a use permit for development on
nonconforming parcels less than 3,500 sq. ft. where 5,000 sq. ft. is required. Section
6133.3.b(3) establishes findings that are required to be made in order to approve a use permit as
follows:

•

a.

That the project is proportioned to the size of the parcel on which it is being built.

b.

That all opportunities to acquire additional contiguous land in order to achieve
conformity with the zoning regulations currently in effect have been investigated
and proven to be infeasible.

c.

That the project is nearly in conformance with the zoning regulations currently in
effect as is reasonably possible.

d

That the establishment, maintenance, and/or conducting ofthe proposed use will
not, under the circumstances of this particular case, result in a significant adverse
impact to coastal resources, or be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to
property or improvements in the said neighborhood.

e.

That the use permit approval does not constitute a granting ofspecial privileges.

(1) Scale, Character and Proportionaliy

•

In their addendum to the appeal, the appellants agree that the project as approved meets the first
three standards of Policy 8.13(a) concerning fitting the topography of the site, the use of
natural materials and colors, and the use of pitched roofs. However, they contend the project
does not conform to Policy 8.13(a)(4), the cited Community Plan policies, the "Community
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Design Manual" guidelines and specific zoning and use permit requirements. These
contentions include:

•

"The County cites LCP Policy 8.13 in support of this project. It is accurate in its
representation of the first three of the sections of the policy, but misses the intent of
paragraph d:
d. Design structures which are in scale with the character of their setting and
blend rather than dominate or distract from the overall view of the urban scape.
(Ex. 10, pg.4)
"Sections 1.2, 4.1, 7.1, 7.2, 7.2(a) and (b), 7.3, 7.8, 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13 of the Local
Community Plan detail the goals and objectives of the mid-coast area that includes
Montara, Moss Beach, and El Granada. This project, as proposed, is incompatible with
the scale and character of the neighborhood in which it is located. It does not comply
with the design guidelines of the "Community Design Manual". (Ex. 10, Section IV,
pg.2)
"This project is in the "sphere of influence" of HalfMoon Bay. Thus, policy issues of
the Half Moon Bay LCP are equally applicable to the area in question. The
proportionality and floor area ratio standards addressed by HalfMoon Bay are based on
widely accepted and reasonable planning formulas. Following these guidelines, this
project grossly exceeds the standards for non conforming lots. Philosophically, building
guidelines call for small homes on small lots. 1325 Square feet with 49% lot
coverage is not a small house. The proportionality and floor area ratio formulas would
limit the house on this lot to 900 square feet. Compliance with this standard would
substantially mitigate the problems and concerns. Provided it also conformed to a
standard front set back, complied with parking requirements (it does not comply now),
and did not exceed the 35% lot coverage standard applicable to other homes in the area,
the project would then be proportional and less injurious to existing homeowners. In
its present form, this project even exceeds the standard established in urban areas over
the hill." (Ex. 10, Section IV, pg.2-3)

•

Discussion
In the scheme of the LCP, most of the design policies of the Land Use Plan are made more
specific and implemented through the Zoning Standards and other implementing measures. In
other words, the determination of whether the project conforms with Policy 8.13(a)(4)'s
mandate to "design structures which are in scale with the character oftheir setting," as well as
the similar policies of the Community Plan, and the guidelines of the Community Design
Manual, is measured to a large extent by the degree that the project is consistent with the
Zoning Standards, as modified by the relevant portions of Section 6133 for a non-conforming

•

•
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lot. As discussed further below, by each of these specific measures, the project as approved
does not raise a substantial issue of conformance with the certified LCP. Therefore the
contentions related to Policy 8.13(a)(4), the Community Plan, and the guidelines ofthe
Community Design Manual do not raise a substantial issue.
(a) Proportionality
Section 6133.3(b)(3)(a) requires that "the project is proportioned to the size ofthe parcel on
which it is being built. " The appellants contend that the project as approved is not properly
proportioned, and cite proportionality standards of Half Moon Bay among others. As discussed
in section _ above, the only proportionality standards that are valid grounds for appeal are
those in the certified San Mateo County LCP.

•

The County's approval under the LCP did find that the house is proportioned to the size of the
parcel (Exhibit 6). Nowhere in the certified LCP is the concept of"proportionality" defined.
This ambiguity raises an issue, but it is an issue of the adequacy of the LCP as a whole (and is
addressed in that section of this report). While not explicitly stated, the County's finding
appears to be based upon the fact that even though the subject lot is smaller than a standard lot,
its approved building coverage, expressed as a percentage of lot area, is comparable to that
allowed for larger lots. At 44% lot coverage, the project as approved is within the maximum
50% coverage limits generally applicable to single-story houses in the S-17 Zoning District.
The "35% lot coverage standard applicable to other homes in the area" referenced by the
appellants is not applicable. The Sept. 3, 1998 County staff report (Exhibit 15) recommended
denial under the "proportional" criterion because at the original proposed height of 17 feet, the
S-17 regulations specify a coverage limit of 35%. When the applicant agreed to reduce the
height to 16 feet, the project met the S-17 regulation for the 50% coverage allowed for a single
story house. Absent a specific LCP definition of"proportionality" to the contrary, the County's
approval of the project as proportional to its parcel does not raise a substantial issue of
conformance of the project as approved to Section 6133.3(b)(3)(a) of the certified LCP.
(b) Neighborhood Impacts and Conformance with Setback and Parking Requirements
The appellants contend that:
"The approved 5-foot front setback will result in irreparable harm to the adjoining
property, and is out of character with the conforming properties in the immediate area."
(Ex. 8, pg. 2, item 3)

•

"Other issues involving the historical use of said property, parking, infrastructure, and
other factors that jeopardize the health and safety of the existing residents have not been
adequately addressed." (Ex. 8, pg. 2, item 5)
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Provided it ... complied with parking requirements (it does not comply now), the project
would then be ... less injurious to existing homeowners." (Ex. 10, Section IV, pg.2-3)

•

Section 6133.3.b(3)(c) requires that:

The proposed development is nearly in conformance with the zoning regulations currently
in effect as is reasonably possible.
Under Section 6411 of the Zoning Regulations, a garage can be placed to the front property line
where the slope of the front half of the parcel exceeds a 14% slope. This site contains a 13%
average slope but the front half of the parcel has a 16% average slope. This project was
designed to "stairstep" down the hill. The front contains the one-car garage and the one-story
home is 5 feet lower than the garage. Under Section 6411 of the Zoning Regulations, a garage
can be placed to the front property line where the slope of the front half of a parcel exceeds a
14% slope. As the front half of the parcel exceeds the 14% criteria for allowing a garage to be
placed to the property line, the project as approved raises no substantial issue of conformance
with Section 6411 of the Zoning Regulations.
The appellants also contend that the project as approved has only one parking space, and not the
additional uncovered space required by ordinance for standard lots. Because there are no
impacts on coastal resources, including public access, and because this is a primarily local issue
to be addressed by the county, the Commission applies its discretion and determines that, while
this is an issue, it does not rise to the level of a substantial issue.

•

(c) Adverse Impact to Public Welfare and the Neighborhood: The appellants have
raised a number of issues about whether the project as approved meets the Policy 8.13(a)(4)
requirement that structures be:

... in scale with the character of their setting and blend rather than dominate or distract
from the overall view ofthe urbanscape, ...
They also cite various similar Community Plan policies, as well as Section 6133.3.b(3)(d)'s
requirement that:

... the establishment, maintenance, and/or conducting of the proposed use will not, under
the circumstances of this particular case, result in a significant adverse impact to coastal
resources, or be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to property or
improvements in the said neighborhood
The appellants also specifically contend that the "siting and topography of the lot in question
renders any development on this parcel detrimental to the surrounding property owners."

•
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The appellants raise serious concerns that development on a substantial number of substandard
lots could ultimately result in a level ofbuildout that would exceed the infrastructure and have a
significant adverse impact to community character and coastal resources. As noted before,
however there are concerns with regard to the overall appropriateness of the policies of the
certified LCP. The standard of review for this appeal is whether this project, in and of itself, as
approved by the County raises a substantial issue of conformance to the certified LCP policies
as they presently exist.
Under that standard, the appellants have raised one issue regarding potential adverse impact of
the project itself on coastal resources: its possible effects on sensitive habitats. That issue is
addressed in a separate section below.

•

With regard to the impact of the approved project on the public welfare and the local
neighborhood character, the County approval of the project included conditions to address
compatibility with the surrounding neighborhood as required by Policy 8.13 and Section
6133.3.b(3)(d). Specifically, these conditions include redesigning the home to reflect a more
traditional design by increasing the roof pitch, adding dormers and requiring that there are just
two different size of windows on each side of the home. The conditions also reduce the height
to 16 feet to lower the profile, require horizontal wooden siding for the entire exterior and
require landscaping to soften the appearance of the long side walls, delete the proposed rear
deck to comply with rear yard setback requirements and incorporate shingles on the portion of
the garage visible from the street. The County's finding did note that since the development is
a manufactured house, Government Code Section 65852.3 limits the architectural modifications
it can require without the voluntary concurrence of the applicant/owner of the development.
However the applicant's agent, Judy Taylor, has submitted a fax to the Commission staff
attesting to the fact that the applicant accepts the County's conditions.
The project steps down from the garage to achieve the 16-foot height limit, and thus further
conforms to the existing topography. This 16-foot height of the project would be substantially
lower than the surrounding two-story homes and lower than the 28-foot height permitted in the
S-1 7 Zoning District.
While the long, narrow design of the project, with its garage as the dominant feature visible
from the street is not typical of newer construction in the neighborhood, the project as
approved is not located between the first public road and the sea, and is not particularly visible
or prominent in ways that would adversely affect coastal views.

•

The issues the appellants have raised with regard to community character and neighborhood
compatibility are not substantial issues in terms of the factors the Commission considers in
appeals, as listed in section D.1 above. The extent and scope ofthis development as approved
by the County is limited; no significant coastal resources are affected by the project itself; and
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the issue of neighborhood compatibility is largely a local issue to be dealt with by the County,
rather than one of regional or statewide significance. Therefore, the Commission finds that the
project as approved does not raise a substantial issue with regard to provisions of the LCP for
community character contained in Policy 8.13(a)(4), the Community Plan policies, and Section
6133.3.b(3)(d) of the Zoning Code.

c.

•

Lot Consolidation to Meet Zoning Regulations:

Section 6133.3.b(3)(b) requires that "all opportunities to acquire additional contiguous land in
order to achieve conformity with the zoning regulations currently in effect have been
investigated and proven to be infeasible. "
The County made the following finding that the applicant met this requirement:
The applicant has made an offer to purchase both adjacent nonconforming lots from the
current owner and has submitted copies of correspondence to prove that this option has
been investigated. As shown in Attachment G, the applicant's agent, Judy Taylor, has
attempted to purchase the contiguous lots or to sell the project parcel to a contiguous
owner. The potential contiguous buyers have not been agreeable to this. However, the
property was sold at a tax sale on August 12, 1998. The selling price was $60,000. This
was beyond the applicant's financial capability. Therefore, staff believes this finding can
be made. (Exhibit 15, pg. 6)
However, the appellants contend that appellant Crispell, a contiguous land owner had far earlier
offered to purchase the lot from its original owners:

•

... [He] made an attempt to purchase and merge this lot in 1997 (See Real Estate Purchase
Contract.) Any claims of hardship by the applicants are fallacious as they knowingly and
willfully prevented the desired merger which would have prevented all of the ensuing
problems and potential harm to the neighbors and coastal area
Indeed the appellants have submitted information that indicates that Mr. Crispell, on or about
April 16, 1997, made a bona fide offer to purchase the subject parcel so that it would not be
separately developed as a substandard lot (Exhibit 21). His offer was for $32,000, the price the
applicant Ms. Banks later paid for it, but this offer was not accepted. Finally, on February 26,
1999, Mr. Crispell renewed his offer to purchase the lot "at fair market value, ... $32,000" plus
"a bit more [for] ... development fees" (Exhibit 22). By this time, however, the applicant's
agent cited additional costs that had been incurred, substantially raising the price of the lot
beyond Mr. Crispell's offer (Exhibit 24). This chain of events illustrates the difficulties in
making a finding that combination with a contiguous lot has been "proven infeasible."

•

•
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Moreover, at the time of Mr. Crispell's offer, the subject parcel was one of three contiguous lots
in the ownership of Richard Shimek and Shannon Marquard (Exhibit 22). Together, the area
of the three lots totalled 8000 square feet, an area which if merged would have met the
minimum parcel size required by the zoning district. However, two of the three lots comprising
this 8000-sq.-ft. parcel were sold to different purchasers. One was successfully purchased by
Mr. Crispell, in contrast to his unaccepted offer to purchase the subject parcel. The other was
purchased by the adjacent neighbor (Ware) to resolve an issue of an encroachment on to that
property of a few feet.
Mr. Crispell's proposed purchase of the non-conforming lot, and consolidating it with his
existing lot would have achieved conformity with the minimum lots sizes required by the
zoning regulations.
However, Section 6133.3.b(3)(b) is only applicable when a property's current owner applies for
a Use Permit for development. Thus, as presently stated, it requires the owner of the
substandard lot proposed for development to attempt to acquire contiguous land. It places no
obligation on the substandard lot owner to accept reasonable offers by neighboring owners to
purchase and consolidate the substandard lot into a parcel meeting zoning lot size minimums,
as was offered by Mr. Crispell.

•

The County Planning Commission's substandard lot policy appears to have recognized this
problem and offered a potential solution (Exhibit 17, pg. 1, paragraph 1):
... A property owner shall explore the feasibility of selling their lot to an adjacent property
owner. If the adjacent lot is also substandard, it is highly recommended that both owners
negotiate to place these parcels under one ownership.

However, this policy has not been certified as part of the LCP, and thus cannot be grounds for
an appeal. The Commission therefore concludes that the appeal raises no substantial issue with
respect to conformance of the approved project the certified LCP requirement of Section
6133.3.b(3)(b) that "all opportunities ... to achieve conformity with the zoning regulations have
been investigated and proven to be infeasible."

d.

•

Sensitive Habitats, LCP Policy 7.3

The appellants contend that severe drainage problems exist in the area, posing a risk to the
health and safety of the residents and potentially leading to civil liability lawsuits. They
contend that continued development in this area will exacerbate these problems. They further
contend that drainage from the area in question flows through garages and other areas
containing toxic substances, and then into the Mirada Surf area which has been identified as
sensitive wetlands habitat and into the ocean, and assert that LCP Policy 7.3 requires
protection of these sensitive habitats. Finally they contend that while the conditions of
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approval address drainage impact on the adjoining properties, they do not address the potential
impact on non-adjoining properties and the sensitive habitats. (Ex. 10, Section IV, pg.2)

•

LCP Policies
Policy 7.3 states:
7. 3 Protection ofSensitive Habitats.

(a) Prohibit any land use or development which would have
significant adverse impacts on sensitive habitat areas.
(b) Development in areas adjacent to sensitive habitats shall be

sited and designed to prevent impacts that could significantly degrade the
sensitive habitats. All uses shall be compatible with the maintenance of
biologic productivity ofthe habitats.
Discussion
This neighborhood lacks a storm drain system. However, the approved project has been
conditioned to ensure that any proposed development will not amplify any drainage problems
that may currently exist on a property. The condition states: "Prior to issuance of a building
permit, the applicant shall submit a drainage plan to ensure that water drainage will not be
exacerbated on the adjoining lots, and incorporate design recommendations into their building
permit application." By preventing new runoff from flowing on to adjoining lots, this
condition will assure there will be no new runoff flowing beyond those lots onto other
properties in the area, or to sensitive habitats.

•

Therefore, the Commission fmds that the project as approved does not raise a substantial issue
with regard to the sensitive habitat policies of the certified LCP.
3. Conclusion
The Commission finds that, for the reasons stated above, that the appeal raises no substantial
issue with respect to conformance of the approved project with the certified LCP

•
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Montara-Moss Beach-El Granada Community Plan excerpts
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Midcoast Community Council letter, March 18, 1999
Zoning Nonconformities, Section 6130 et seq.
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Please reply to:

Director of
Environmental Services
Paul M. Koenig·
Planning Administrator
Terry L. Burnes

Lily Toy
(650) 363-1841

February 10, 1999
Ms. Judy Taylor
210 Main Street
HalfMoon Bay, CA 94019
Dear Ms. Taylor:
SUBJECT: . Use Permit, File No. USE 98-0006
Coastal Development Permit, File No. CDP 98-0010
910 Ventura, El Granada
APN: 047-293-050

•

On February 9; 1999, the Board ofSupervisors considered an appeal ofthe Planning
Commission's approval for a Use Permit and Coastal Development Permit pursuant to Sections
6133.3.b and 6328.4 of the County Zoning Regulations and the Planning Commission Policies
for Non-Conforming Parcels, to allow the construction of a new single-family residence on a
non-conforming 25-foot wide, 3,000 sq. ft. parcel where the minimum parcel size is 5,000 sq. ft.
This project is appealable to the California Coastal Commission.
The Board of Supervisors on a vote of 4 to I denied the appeal and upheld the decision of the
Planning Commission and made the following findings for this project and approved this project
subject conditions of approval listed below.
FINDINGS
Regarding the Environmental Review. Found:
I.

That this project is exempt from environmental review under Section 15303,
Construction of Small Structures, of the California Environmental Quality Act.
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Regarding the Coastal Development Permit. Found:
2.

That the project, as described in the application and accompanying materials required by
Section 6328.7 and as conditioned in accordance with Section 6328.14, conforms with
the plans, policies, requirements and standards of the San Mateo County Local Coastal
Program.

3.

That the project conforms to the specific findings required by the policies of the San
Mateo County Local Coastal Program, specifically those related to design in Policy 8.13.

4.

That the number of building permits for construction of single·family residences other
than for affordable housing, issued in the calendar year, does not exceed the limitations of
Policies 1.22 and 1.23 as stated in Section 6328.19.

•

Regarding the Use Pennit. Found:
5.

That the project is proportioned to the size of the parcel on which it is being built.

6.

That all opportunities to acquire additional contiguous land in order to achieve
conformity with the zoning regulations currently in effect have been investigated and
proven to be infeasible.

7.

That the project is nearly in conformance with the zoning regulations currently in effect
as is reasonably possible.
·

8.

That the establishment, maintenance, and/or conducting of the proposed use will not,
under the circumstances of this particular case, result in a significant adverse impact to
coastal resources, or be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to property or
improvements in the said neighborhood.

9.

That the use permit approval does not constitute a granting of special privileges.

10.

That the proposed building is scaled to the lot on which it is being built.

•

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Planning Division

1.

The permit shall be valid for one year. Any extension of this permit shall require
submittal of an application for permit extension and payment of applicable permit.
extension fees by February 10, 2000.

•

(
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2.

The applicant shall submit exterior earth tone color samples of the residence for review
and approval by the Planning Director prior to issuance of the building permit. The
approved colors shall be verified by the Planning and Building Division prior to a final
inspection for the building permit. The garage shall be painted the same color as the
body of the home.

3.

The applicant shall use a horizontal wood siding for all sides of the house and garage.
This siding shall extend all the way to the grade level on all sides.

4.

The project shall be constructed pursuant to the plans and any changes approved by the
Zoning Hearing Officer; any deviation from the approved plans shall be reviewed and
approved by the Planning Director or Zoning Hearing Officer as necessary.

5.

At the building permit stage, the applicant is required to submit revised plans showing
that the deck on the rear of the house has been removed and that the home complies with
the rear yard setback of 20 feet.

6.

If the applicant intends to keep the significant tree in the front of the property, prior to
issuance of the building permit and commencement of construction, the applicant shall
erect snow fencing or other effective barrier around the drip line of the significant tree
located in the front of the property. This fencing shall be maintained during the
construction period, and no equipment shall encroach between the fencing and the tree
trunk. If pruning of significant branches (measured 6 inches or greater) is required during
construction, such pruning shall be conducted by a licensed arborist or landscape
architect. The applicant shall notify tne Planning Director, in writing, at the time the
snow fencing is erected around the tree, and if pruning of the significant pine tree is
required. If the applicant wishes to remove this tree, a tree removal permit shall be
secured through the Planning Division.
I

•

7.

No grading-related work shall commence prior to the issuance of the building 'permit, and
no work shall be permitted on site between October 15- Aprill5, unless a winterization
plan is approved by the Planning Director and implemented on site. Such winterization
plan shall include procedures to be adhered to for grading, vegetation removal,
installation of silt fencing, covering exposed graded areas, reseeding and revegetating the
site upon completion of construction.

8.

All utilities associated with this property shall be installed underground .

9.

During construction activities, the applicant shall be required to implement the following
erosion and sediment control practices:

~------------------------
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a.

No construction activities shall commence until the applicant has been issued a
building permit by the Building Inspection Section of the County of San Mateo.

b.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall prepare and submit an
"erosion and sediment control plan" to be approved by the Planning Director.
Prior to commencement of construction, the applicant shall install the approved
erosion and sediment control plan. During construction, it shall be the
responsibility of the applicant to regularly inspect the erosion control measures
and determine that they are functioning as designed and that the proper
maintenance is being performed. Deficiencies shall be immediately corrected.

10.

Construction activities shall be limited to 7:00a.m. to 6:00p.m., Monday through Friday,
and 9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. on Saturday. Construction operations shall be prohibited on
Sunday and any national holiday. Noise levels produced by the proposed activities shall
.not exceed 80 dbh level at any one time.

11.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall agree in writing and shall
redesign the home so that the roof is increased from a 3: 12 to a 4: 12 pitch. A minimum
of one donner on each side of the home shall be added to this increased pitch roof. This
will prov~de a visual break for the long sides of the home.

12.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall agree in writing and shall
redesign the home so that there are no more than two different sizes of windows on each
JSide of the home.

13.

The home shall be repositioned on the project site to be no higher than 16 ft. in average
height.

14.

;prior to issuance of a building permit, the applicant must submit a landscape plari to the
Planning Division fo review and approval to address screening the proposed home on the
south side. The approved landscape plan shall be implemented and reviewed by planning
staff prior to a final approval for the building permit.

15.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall submit a drainage plan to ensure
that water drainage will not be exacerbated on the adjoining lots, and incorporate design
recommendations into their building permit application.

16.

In order to add character to the structure, the applicant shall add shingle siding to the
front side of the garage.
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This item is appealable to the California Coastal Commission. An additional Coastal
Commission ten (I 0 ) working day appeal period will begin after the Board of Supervisors
hearing. A project is considered approved when this appeal period has expired and no appeals
have been filed.

~J;ffi (J~
~ena

flare
Acting Planning Commission Secretary
BOS0209J.tp
cc:
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•

Public Works
Building Inspection
California Coastal Commission
Half Moon Bay Fire
MCCC
Coastside Community Water
Granada Sanitary District
Cabrillo Unified School District
Ms. Linda Banks
C.M. Gaede
Barbara Mauz
Garrett D. Crispell
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMI
DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT

CAUFORNlA
COASTAL COMMISSION
Please Review Attached Appeal Information Sheet Prior To Completing
This Form.

SECTION I.

AppellantCsl

SECTION II.

pecision Being Appealed

1. Name of local/port
government: S tf7\ I 111 ItT/? 0 eut.t NT 'f
2. Brief description of development beinq
appealed: 3
L

•

~

FT.

3.
Development's locationJstreet address, assessor's parcel
no., cross street, etc.): 9/0 ta:NT}LitA
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AetJ.trott? ..213-05o
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4.

Description of decision being appealed:
a.

Q
c.

Approval; no special conditions: ________________________
Approval with special conditions: S'E!:.E' !lrrACH;tttENI
Denial=------------------------------------------------

Note: For jurisdictions with a total LCP, denial
decisions by a local government cannot be appealed unless
the development is a major energy or public works project.
Denial decisions by port governments are not appealable.
TO BE
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APPEAL FRQM COASTAL P£RMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GQVEBNMENT CPaqe 2)
5.

Decision being appealed was made by (check one):

. a. __Planninq Director/Zoning
Administrator

c. __Planning Commission
d. __other______________

b. "6_eity ecnnC'il/Board of
Supervisors
6.

Oate of local government's decision:

7.

Local qovernment's tile number (if any}:

SECTION III.

Ident~fication

9' FJ£ft, 9 9
(- SMC.· 9g -fT3

of Other Interested Persons

Give the names and addresses of the following parties.
additional paper as necessary.)
a.

(Use

Name and mailing address of permit applicant:
..:r~...ttJ •:Vi A -Tit 'J' L0 R

b. Names and mailing addresses as available of those who testified
(either verbally or in writinq) at the city/county/port hearing(s).
Include other parties which you know to be interested and should
receive notice of this appeal.
C1)

•

-;S)% E. A-777l C t1 111 &!NT ;.

•

(2)

(3)

(4)

SECTION IV.

Reasons Supporting Thii Appeal

Note: Appeals of local qovernment coastal permit decisions are
limited by a variety of factors and requirements of the Coastal
Act. Please review the appeal information sheet for assistance
in completing this section, which continues on the next page.

•

•
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State briefly your reasons for this appeal. Include a summary
description of Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan, or Port Master
Plan policies and requirements in which you believe the project is
inconsistent and the reasons the decision warrants a new hearinq.
(Use additional paper as necessary.)
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Note:
The above description need not be a complete or exhaustive
statement of your reasons of appeal; however, there must be
sufficient discussion for s~aff to ~etermine that the appeal is
allowed by law. The appellant, subsequent to fjling the appeal, may
submit additional information to the staff and/or Commission to
support the appeal request.
SECTION V.

Certification

The information and facts stated above are
myjour knowledge.

C.'fY't-

Date
NOTE:
Section

•

vi.

If signed by agent, appellant(s)
must also sign below.

Agent Authorization

I/We hereby authorize
to act as my/our
representative and to bind me/us in all matters concerninq this
appeal.
Signature of Appellant(s)
Date

To:

California Coastal Commission

Subject: Appeal;

Section IV Reasons Supporting This Appeal.

We are appealing to the Coastal Commission for relief due to the fact that the
established appeal processes broke down and and our local government system
tailed to act to protect the residents of our neighborhood and the citizens of the coast.

•

In the process of approving the USE and COP permits for the project in question, local
government failed to enforce the letter and intent of the sections of the LCP that are
based on sections 30210 through 30264 of The Coastal Act. The concerns of the
residents of the area regarding the far reaching precedents embodied in this project
were not addressed. (See appellants appeal and rebuttal to staff report.)
These concerns have also been presented to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors by the duly elected representatives of the Mid Coast Community Council
and the Mid Coast Sanitary Districts to no avail. (See attachments)
We have submitted a MCTV video of the Board of Supervisors appeal hearing which is
outlined under separate cover. This video provides evidence that planning staff
advised The Board that there were grounds to deny the permits. (See
"Recommended Findings for Denial" prepared by Terry Burns.) This is a
remarkable document that supports, in part, our issues of appeal. For this to be
recognized publicly by the Planning Department is highly unusual and validates our
assertion that the Zoning Hearing Officer and the Planning Commission failed to
consider evidence and issues unique to the coast in rendering their decisions. It
should be noted that planning staff recommended denial in the initial report to the
Zoning Hearing Officer. None of the conditions of approval have significantly altered
these findings. ( See report by Jeff Merz dated 913198.) The video also
provides evidence that The Board was reminded that they had discretionary power to
deny and devoted no time or discussion to the issue.

•

Approval of this project, as proposed. will create thousands of entitlements. This in
turn will exacerbate a multitude of problems related to the existing infrastructure
deficiencies. For example, recent major traffic modeling studies prove that the Coast
Side is already past build out. (See capacity report).
A major focus in our appeal(s) has been the fact that sub-standard lots are not
included in the LCP build out numbers. (See the "Perkovic Report") Simple
logic leads to the conclusion that the assumptions and provisions of the LCP regarding
build out, density, capacity, proportionality and design are not accurate and do not
reflect the changing landscape of the Mid Coast Communities. These issues and
concerns have been brought to the attentipn of the Planning Commission and the
Board of Supervisors prior to their decision(s) on this particular project. {See letters
and reports from the Mid Coast Community Council) The Mid Coast
Community Council, as the duly elected representative voice of the coastal community
is not being heard by the local government entities. As residents of the coast, these

•

•
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representatives are knowledgeable and have expertise in matters of land use, the LCP
and Mid Coast Community Plan. This expertise shouldbe weighted above that of
distant localgovernment representatives who are primarily responsive to constituents
and special interest forces who reside outside of the coastal area.
Sections 6.1 through 17.4 dulac of the Community Plangovern land use densities.
Further development at the density levels represented by this project will result in a
change from medium to high density residential. The potential impact on the coast
from this outcome is obvious. The county has inadequate controls to prevent this from
happening. It is essential that the Coastal Commission intervene before irreparable
harm occurs.
Sections 1.2. 4.1. 7.1. 7.2. 7.2Cal and {b). 7.3. 7.8. 7.11. 7.12. and 7.13 of the Local
Community Plan detail the goals and objectives of the mid-coast area that includes
Montara, Moss Beach, and El Granada. This project, as proposed.is incompatible
with the scale and character of the neighborhood in which it is located. It does not
comply with the design guidelines of the "Community Design Manual". Consequently,
it does not meet the requirements for approval of a coastal development permit.

•

LCPPolicy 7.3 requires protection of sensitive habitats. The county has
acknowledged that severe drainage problems exist in the area that pose a risk to the
health and safety of the residents and rise to potential civil liability levels. (See
video of hearing) The Board of Supervisors declined to consider testimony
regarding development patterns. Similar development in this area will exacerbate
drainage problems. Drainage from the area in question flows into the Mirada Surf
area which has been identified as sensitive wetlands habitat in a recent El A.
Drainage from the area in question flows through garages and other areas containing
toxic substances. Although the Zoning hearing Officer added conditions relating to
drainage impact on the adjoining properties, the potential impact on non-adjoining
properties and the sensitive habitat have not been addressed. Drainage also flows
into the ocean and is washed back onto the beaches. The area impacted is
designated "Urban RM/CZ Park land.
Section 1.3 thru 1.5 of the LCP governs issues relevant to development patterns. 1.3
essentially says established patterns must preserve and protect the enviornmental
features which form the unique natural setting of the community. As a result of the
50% lot coverage allowed, this project will not. Consequently, it does not qualify for
a Coastal Development Permit.

•

This project is in the "sphere of influence" of Half Moon Bay. Thus, policy issues of the
Half Moon Bay LCP are equally applicable to the area in question. The proportionality
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and floor area ratio standards addressed by Half Moon Bay are based on widely
accepted and reasonable planning formulas. (See sub-standard lot report
dated 11-17-98) Following these guidelines, this project grossly exceeds the
standards for non conforming lots. Philosophically, building guidelines call for small
homes on small lots. 1325 Square feet with 49% lot coverage is not a small
house. The proportionality and floor area ration formulas would limit the house on
this lot to 900 square feet. Compliance with this standard would substantially mitigate
the problems and concerns. Provided it also conformed to a standard front set back,
complied with parking requirements (it does not comply now), and did not exceed
the 35% lot coverage standard applicable to other homes in the area, the project
would then be proportional and less injurious to existing homeowners. In its present
form, this project even exceeds the standard established in urban areas "over the hill".
Another issue of relevant concern that was not considered by the Planning
Commission or Board of Supervisors involves the affirmative obligation to exhaust all
potential means for merging sub~standard lots before considering development.. Mr.
Crispell made an attempt to purchase and merger this lot in 1997. (See real estate
purchase contract.) Any claims of hardship by the applicants are fallacious as they
knowingly and willfully prevented the desired merger which would have prevented all
of the ensuing problems and potential harm to the neighbors and coastal area.
Appellants were prevented from presenting evidence and testimony regarding these
facts. If a Coastal Development Permit for this project is denied, merger remains a
viable option.

•

•

There are alternative properties where this project could be developed without harm to
the neighborhood and sensitive coastal resources. The larger issues regarding the
impact of development of 25 foot lots on density, parks, traffic, and visitor serving
resources will remain but can be addressed in an an orderly and proactive manner.
Reactive policy and precedent that will be established through approval of this project
will lead to further conflict and confusion.
There are a multitude of other issues related to the potential adverse impact on the
Local Coastal Program including those mentioned above. Local groups and agencies
are actively working on these problems, changes in policy and procedure, and
possible amendment of the Local Coastal Program. Appellants have pleaded with the
local government agencies to defer approval of controversial permits until these issues
are resolved. Mid Coast agencies have, in fact , established two moratoria on permits
while issues regarding development of su~standard lots are reviewed and viable
policy is implemented. (See Perkovlc study and Granada Sanitary District
data.)
The issues in this case go far beyond the impact of one house on one little lot. The

•

•

•
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residents of the coast and the people of the State of California depend on the Coastal
Commission to protect our irreplaceable resources. You are our last line of defense
against those predatory speculators and developers who have no interest or
investment in protecting the coastal resources. Their objective is hit and run
profiteering through creating and benefiting from "loop holes" in the law. They know
that they will eventually be restrained but can create irreparable harm be fore they are
are exposed and stopped. This is the primary concern regarding the precedents
embodied in this project. In fairness. we must point out that there are ethical local
developers who value the unique qualities of the coast and conduct business
accordingly. We support them and their right to proceed with orderly development that
is consistent with the provision of The Coastal Act.
Your decision in this case will have far reaching impact and long term consequences.
Although we have a personal investment in the outcome of the appeal, careful
analysis will reveal that this is not a simple conflict between individual parties. The
applicant in this case is a well known real estate speculator who represents
development special interests. There are no issues of hardship as speculation is by
definition, gambling. No evidence has been submitted to show that denial of this
project, as proposed, will result in harm beyond that already suffered by all parties as a
result of this seriously flawed endeavor.
We have been joined in our appeal by acknowledged leaders, respected authorities
and coastal representatives who are dedicated to the preservation of our coastal
resources. On balance, we believe our position is consistent and compliant with the
letter and intent of the Coastal Act and the provisions of the Local Coastal Program.
The applicants is not. That is in itself adequate grounds to deny a Coastal
Development permit.
Consequently, we respectfully request that The Coastal Commission fulfill it's
responsibility for implementing the Coastal Act by denying the Coastal Development
Permit in question, without prejudice. Hopefully, this will lead to a renewed effort by
the local government bodies and citizens groups to work together to ensure that
coastal resources are preserved while providing for orderly growth and development
We will be submitting additional supporting evidence and testimony for your
consideration prior to the hearing. The foregoing is not intended to be a complete or
exhaustive articulation of our appeal. Rather, it is an outline of the salient issues and
identifies some of the supporting evidence that is being submitted.

•

There is always the hope and possibility that the matter can be resolved prior to the
hearing. We will work closely with our elected representatives in good faith if there is
an effort to achieve a mutually acceptable resolution to this situation through

(
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collaberative problem solving. We will not, however, compromise the rights of our
neicghbors or the welfare of the residents of the Mid Coast area by withdrawing for the
sake of convenience or personal gain.

•

Thank you for your consideration.
C.M. Gaede, Gary Crispell, and Barbara Mauz, et. al.
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Planning staff will prepare a report based on your appeal. In order to facilitate this. your precise abjections are needed. For
example: Do you wish the decrsion reversed? If so. why7 Do you object co certain condi£1ons of approval? If so. then which
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l.

Applicant arranged (through Planning Commission stafO for the hearing to be scheduled
without the knowledge of the assigned project planner who we contacted for information,
as directed. This resulted in inadequate time to prepare a full and complete presentation .
In addition, the hearing did not proceed as scheduled, resulting in Mr. Crispell having to
leave without being able to present critical information to The Commission.

2.

The siting and topography of the lot in question renders any development on this parcel
detrimental to the surrounding property owners.

3.

The approved 5 foot front set back will result in irreparable harm to the adjoining property,
and is out of character with the conforming properties in the immediate area.

4.

Issues and concerns regarding potential drainage problems were sarcastically dismissed by
a commissioner as a "'red herring." These problems are real and a matter of serious
concern.

5.

Other issues involving the historical use of said property, parking, infrastructure, and
other factors that jeopardize the health and safety of the existing residents have not been
adequately addressed.

6.

25 foot non-conforming lots have not been counted and included in the build out numbers.
Policies regarding development on these non-conforming lots have not been certified by the
Coastal Commission. Thus, any permits issued are not in compliance with the Local
Coastal Plan.

7.

Broader issues regarding development on 25 foot lots have surfaced as a result of the
proposed project. These issues are being investigated by a variety of agencies and
concerned individuals. These issues need to be addressed and resolved by the county
before any further permits are issued.

8.

The applicants have cited 5th amendment constitutional issues regarding the "taking"
concept as authoritative grounds for approval by the county. Approval of the permits in
question will establish precedents that will have far reaching consequences for the county.
Until such time that the courts find that the "taking" principle is applicable to this project,
there is no factual basis for approval on legal or constitutional grounds.

9.

The Board of Supervisors should initiate a full review by the County Counsel of the issues
raised by this project and have these matters adjudicated in the federal courts before
approving any further permits for development on 25 foot non-conforming lots.

10.
11.

•

•

The applicants have misrepresented the facts and engaged in activities that give the
appellants good cause for concern that, as a result, special privilege is being granted.
Finally, appellants have good cause for alarm due to our previous experience with county
zoning and planning agencies during the J.L.Johnson saga. Our neighborhood was
adversely impacted when a speculator/developer was allowed to trample the rights of the
property owners and no one would act on our behalf until it was too late. We implore The
Board to recognize our rights and act now to prevent irreparable harm to our neighborhood.
by denying the permits in question.
Garrett Crispell, C.M. Gaede, Barbara Mauz, et al.
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Please attach this as an amendment to the appeal: A-1-SMC-99-014.

•

Hard Copy to follow.

Sincerely,
Kathryn Slater-Carter

[Rj IE ~ IE ~ \W IE [ill
ttAR 2 2 1999
CALIFORNIA
COASTAL COMMISSION

This project has been appealed because there is concern in the community
that the ability of the special districts to plan for infrastructure improvements
is crippled by the County's continuing approvals of residential development
on lots smaller than the minimum used in calculating the LCP build out
numbers. The County has not kept cumulative records of lot size for
permitted residential development (e-mail from J. Eggemeyer 16, Mar. 99, to K.
Slater-Carter). Development of substandard lots will result in huge disparities
between infrastructure and population. Buildout in excess of the LCP
numbers will create destructive demands on the coastal environment.
Further, this project, as approved, it not in conformance with the Montara·
MossBeach-El Granada Community Plan, the San Mateo County Local Coastal
Program ( LCP} or the zoning ordinance.

•

The "Substandard Lot Study" released by the County in Jan. 1999 reveals that
20% of the S-17 lots and 70% of the S-9 lots developed in 1998 were below the
zoned minimum size. As an example, currently our roads, which under the
LCP are to be kept to two lanes in the rural areas are at Cal Trans service level
F in spite of moratoria on new water and sewer connections for approximately
the last 10 years. These moratoria have substantially reduced the amount of
new residential units constructed on the in this time period.
Additionally in this instance the approval does not meet the off street parking
requirement or others in "Policy: Use permits for Construction on NonConforming (25-foot-wide) Residential Parcels" necessary for granting a use
permit for residential development on a substandard lot.
The practice of permitting development of substandard lots will effectively
increase the specific development densities allowed in the urban R-1 districts
of the Midcoast under the approved LCP without doing the necessary
investigation of environmental effects.
In t:Jte mid 1970's San Mateo County began the planning process for the

Montara-Moss Beach-El Granada area. A community plan was created by the
County and the area stakeholders. One of its objectives was "to meet the
requirements of the California Coastal Act of 1976" (M-MB-EG COASTAL PLAN
EIR p. 13)
Although adopted in the 1980, the current San Mateo County (SMC) LCP
specifically incorporates the Montara-Moss Beach-El Granada Community Plan
in policy 1.5:

•
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(a) Incorporate the adopted Montara-Moss Beach-El Granada
Community Plan into the land use plan for the Mid-Coast, but amend it
where necessary to meet Local Coastal Plan objectives.
(b) Permit in urban areas land uses designated in the Land Use Plan
Maps and conditional uses at densities specified in Tables 1.2 and 1.3.

•

The M-MB-EG Community Plan land use maps for the area designate the density
to be "medium density" (6.1-8.7 d.u./ac). The current LCP Table 1.2. and the
General Plan also use this density for this area
If the trend in the Substandard Lot Study continues the residential areas will
be in the "medium high density" (8.8 to 17.1 d.u./ac).

The EIR for the Montara-Moss Beach-El Granada Community Plan, Nov. 1978,
evaluated the environmental impacts of the proposed Community Plan on the
area. At the time the M·MB-EG Community Plan was finished
"Most of the developed areas are zoned R-!/S-7 (Single-family
residential-5000 sq. ft. minimum lot size per dwelling unit)." (M-MB·EG
COASTAL PLAN EIR p. 20).
According to the County Planning department the State limited the ability of
the County to enforce the minimum lot size zoning requirements sometime in
the mid to late 1980's, yet apparently the County has never evaluated this
change for its' impact on the LCP or the State Coastal Act.
Although the Community Plan EIR did not investigate higher residential
densities for the greatest extent of residentially zoned lands, it did investigate a
higher population. It rejected the greater population

•

"Because this alternative projects a larger population , the amount of
land use, services, community facilities, etc. required would be
greater.•...This alternative was rejected in favor of the Plan because of
Planning Commission and local support, and because it did not meet the
criteria of State Coastal Zone Conservation Commission (Coastal Plan)."
(M-MB-EG COASTAL PLAN EIR p.S7).
We request that the Coastal Commission use its' oversight of County coastal
development to require an evaluation of the impact of higher density
development on all coastal resources.
In order for local special districts to continue to meet the LCP Policy *2.6:

Limit development or expansion of public works facilities to a capacity
which does not exceed that needed to serve buildout of the Local Coastal
Program.
it is essential to have an accurate buildout number. The practice of approving
·higher densities than planned will change the buildout number, but only the
County can control land use policy and then predict what this population will
be.

2

•

•

It is interesting to note that there is currently an appeal to the Coastal
Conunission of a water system pipeline to serve the Midcoast that has the
capability of serving a population five times greater than the buildout
number. Perhaps this is as a result of the uncertainty of the buildout number
that is required to be the planning goal.
Approval of this project by the County gives incentive to develop others on
substandard lots. This lot was once part of a group of 3 contiguous lots in one
ownership. Over the past year or two they have been disaggregated into 3
separate ownership's. The potential exists for each to be developed into a
separate house while the LCP and Community Plan examined to likelihood of
only one. By its' own admission there has been no comprehensive study of the
real potential for exceeding the LCP buildout numbers by the County.
A San Mateo County staff report (6/15/93) used a sampling process to calculate
that there are approximately 1,997 undeveloped substandard lots on the urban
midcoast. Using LCP Table 2.3, footnote 2, there are 2.6 people per single
residential household. Using LCP Table 2.21 the Estimated Buildout Population
of the LCP Land Use Plan projects the Midcoast build out population to be 15,500
people. Thus the potential for exceeding the buildout population is 33.49
percent (5,192 people)

•

A significant number of the lots exist in the Midcoast area: 80 % in Montara;
76% in Moss Beach; 27% in El Granada; and 19% in Princeton. Not all lot
separations were counted in the 1993 estimate, thus the potential for exceeding
the buildout number may be far worse. Indeed, during the hearing process
for LCP amendment 1-97C the Coastal Conunission recommended denial of the
"Development of Residential Substandard Parcels" until a comprehensive study
could be done.
We request that the Coastal Conunission place a moratorium on the
construction of residential units on any substandard lot until a comprehensive
evaluation of the effects on coastal resources is completed and new policies
adopted, if necessary.
*7 .3 Protection of Sensitive Habitats
(a) Prohibit any land use or development which would have significant
adverse impacts on sensitive habitat areas.
(b) Development in areas adjacent to sensitive habitats shall be sited and
designed to prevent impacts that could significantly degrade the sensitive
habitats. All uses shall be compatible with the maintenance of biologic
productivity of the habitats.
According to the draft EIR for the Mirada Surf proposed development and the
County aerial topo maps the drainage from this neighborhood flows directly
onto Mirada Surf wetlands. Significant changes in the density of total
development and significant additions to the runoff flow caused by greater lot
coverage's will have a significantly deleterious effect on the sensitive habitats
due to changes in quantity of runoff as well as quality.

•

The staff report states that there is no drainage system for the area. We could
not find any Urban Storm water Runoff Management Plan for the
neighborhood.

3
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There was significant oral testimony to both the Planning Commission and the
Board of Supervisors detailing the existing flood problems experienced by
existing homeowners. The only condition placed on this project is to develop a
drainage plan to protect the adjacent lands--there has been no mention of
protecting the wetland or other homes or home sites downhill from the
increased runoff. This is a cumulative problem causing harm to an area
identified as a wetland by Coastal Commission reports.

•

The County cites LCP Policy 8.13 is support of this project. It is accurate in its
representation of the first three of the sections of the policy, but misses the
intent of paragraph d:
d. Design structures which are in scale with the character of their
setting and blend rather than dominate or distract from the overall
view of the urban scape.
The staff report discussion concentrates on the increased roof pitch, the
addition of dormers, and the regulations of window sizes. It does not mention
that no other home or garage on this street is only five feet from the front
property line; nor that all have much larger side setbacks and all others meet
the 35% lot coverage criteria (staff report, 3, Sept. 1998). All are two stories in
conformance with the requirement to conform to the natural topography.
This house will be "out of scale". It will "intrude" into the street rather than
blending with the setbacks of all other homes on Ventura and thus will
"distract from the overall view of the urban scape".
Montara, Moss Beach, El Granada Community Plan Issues:
Land Use: Residential

•

a. Preservation of Residential Character
Preservation of the community's existing character is important to the
residents because it gives the locale a sense of identity and distinguishes
it from other areas. However, since 1970, new residential development
has changed the small town character of this coastal community. Many
of the new houses are built to maximum building standards and exceed
he size and scale of older houses. · The site design of the newer houses is
another concern. Often during construction the natural terrain
characteristics are ignored.
Policy 1.2: Design Characteristics
Encourage good design in new construction which reflect the
character, and is compatible with the scale, of the neighborhood in
which it is located.
Goal 4.1 Housing Design
Build housing which relates to its physical setting, does not destroy the
natural features of the land, and is compatible with the neighborhood
scale and coastal character of the community.
4

•

•

This project is incompatible with the scale and character of the neighborhood
in which it is located. It is incompatible with surrounding development due to
it's lack of proportionality in relation to the underlying lot: the residence and
the garage have a 49% lot coverage. The existing homes in the neighborhood
have meet the 35% coverage limit.
This project has been granted an extra 18% ( 15') in length with the approval
of the decrease of the front setback to 5' from 20'. There was no
compensating increase in the rear setback from 20 to 35 feet. Although the
rear deck was removed at this time, there is no condition limiting the addition
of a deck with a variance at a later date.
It does not comply with the design guidelines set forth in the current
Community Design Manual as it does not conform to the site topography. The
house is only one level but the lot slopes away from the street. A more
appropriate design, as illustrated in the Community Design Manual, would
have the house step down the hill along with the slope.
Goal 7.1 Preserving Visual QJ.Iality
Preserve and enhance the visual qualities of the coastal community
which give it a unique character and distinguish it from other places.
Urban Design (Policies)

•

7.2 Preserving Community Character
a. Maintain community character and ensure that new developments
are compatible with existing homes in scale, size and design.
b. Maintain the small-town character of the area by preventing the
construction of massive structures out of scale with the community.
7.3 Preserving Natural Amenities
Preserve the natural amenities of the community through the
appropriate location of new structures designed to harmonize with their
surroundings.
7.8 Preservation of Landforms and Vegetation
Preserve existing landforms and vegetation.
7.11 Design Review
Apply the DR (Design Review) Overlay Zoning District in the urbanized
areas of the community to regulate siting of structures, to protect
natural features, and to provide for design compatibility with
surrounding development.

•

7.12 Community Design Manual
a. Employ the design guidelines set forth in rpe "Community DesignS

Manual".
7.13 S-17 Overlay Zoning District
Apply the S-17 Overlay Zoning District to reduce building size and lot
coverage for new structures, and to insure that new residential
development is in scale with its surroundings.

•

The development pattern established by allowing this amount of coverage on
extremely small lots WILL NOT preserve and protect the environmental
features which form the unique natural setting of the community.
There are a significant number of vacant lots of similar size in this
neighborhood; as many of 6 on this one block; 20in the immediate
neighborhood. This entire neighborhood is within the "design review
overlay district". If such development continues on this street, in this
neighborhood, the "small-town character" will be replaced by homes only six
feet apart and very close to the street; it will more closely resemble the urban
areas of Daly City than a "unique coastal community". The County is not
exercising the controls it has to prevent this from happening.
The County Document referred to in the project staff report "Policy: Use
Permits for Construction on Non-Conforming (25-foot-wide) Residential
Parcels" (Document # 23028} details the County standards necessary for a use
permit on a 25 foot wide lot. This document will be sent with the hard copy of
this letter.
·
Prior to applying for a variance to construct on a substandard lot, a
property owner shall explore the feasibility of selling their lot to an
adjacent property owner. If the adjacent lot is also substandard, it is
highly recommended that both owners negotiate to place these parcels
under one ownership.

•

When applying for a variance to build on as substandard lot, a primary
concern is that the proposed buildings are scaled to the lot they are
built on.
3. Off-street parking for the proposed residence shall consist of a
minimum of one covered parking space and one uncovered parking
space. Neither shall be located within the front yard setback. The .
property owner shall construct minimal width driveway curb cuts and
these shall be placed as close as possible to nearby curb cuts so that
maximum space is available for street parking.
4. a. As much as possible, site new buildings on a parcel in locations
that: ( 1) minimize tree removal, ...
b. Design buildings with shapes that respect and conform to the natural
topography of the site by requiring them to step up or down the
hillsides in the same direction as the natural grade.
This parcei was, until recently one of three contiguous lots in one ownership.
The purchaser of one of the contiguous lots has repeatedly attempted to 6

•

•

purchase this lot. He has been repeatedly refused. Gary Crispell will submit
the documentation .
There is only a single, covered parking space. The garage is five feet from
the front property line, thus fifteen feet of the garage lie within the twenty
foot front yard setback, contrary to the substandard lot requirement. As a
result there is inadequate street parking to accommodate another without
having the car encroach upon neighboring street frontages.
Contrary these standards condition of approval #6 allows the applicant choice :
"If the applicant intends to keep the significant tree in the front of the
property......If the applicant wishes to remove this tree, a tree removal permit
shall be secured.... " In this case there is no condition minimize tree removal.
Although there is a step down between the house and the garage, there is no
further attempt to make the house conform to the natural steep grade of the
lot. Instead, it is called a single story structure but there is enough room for
another floor at the downhill side of the structure.
In conclusion, at the very least this project must be redesigned to conform to
the neighborhood. It should be reduced in size so that it will conform with the

immediate neighborhood. It should have the requisite number of off street
parking spaces to keep the sidewalk less streets safe for pedestrians. It should
be conditioned to cause no drainage problems for any neighbors or
downstream properties, not just those who are adjacent.

•

Under the use permit criteria, if a project is determined to be harmful to the
neighborhood its use pemit may be revoked. When a residence is given a use
permit it will never be removed, even if subsequent harm is discovered. Thus
the County has an obligation to evaluate all potential impacts under a use
permit icluding those impacts on the neighborhood from this house. And also
before more homes are built, evaluating if the policy of increasing the
density and the population of the midcoast is harmful.
Currently its policy of finding the most lenient zoning ordinance and
ignoring those more protective of coastal resources in contrary to the intent
and model of the CA Coastal Act Policy 30007.5 in which:
The Legislature further finds and recognizes that conflicts may occur
between one or more policies of the division. The Legislature therefore
declares that in carrying out the provisions of this division such
conflicts be resolved in a manner which on balance is most protective
of significant coastal resources.

•

At best, the Coastal Commission would fmd that it does not conform to the
surrounding neighborhood and so decrese the size of this project by
increasing the front setback and causing it to meet the parking standard.
Further, it would use its power to cause the County to change its zoning to meet
the intent of the Community Plan and thus the LCP and to direct that an
accurate assessment of the substandard lot development potential is conducted
such that policies "most protective of coastal resources" can be enacted .
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INTERDEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

Date Submitted: January 27, 1999
Date of Hearing: February 9, 1999

To:

Honorable Board of Supervisors

From:

Planning Commission, PLN 122; Telephone 363-1859
via Terry Burnes, Planning Administrator; Telephone 363-1861

Subject:

Consideration of an appeal of the Planning Commission's approval for a Use Pennit
and Coastal Development Pennit pursuant to Sections 6133.3.b and 6328.4 of the
County Zoning Regulations and the Planning Commission Policies for NonConfonning Parcels, to allow the construction of a new single-family residence on a
non-confonning 25~foot wide, 3,000 sq. ft. parcel where the minimum parcel size is
5,000 sq. ft. This project is appealable to the California Coastal Commission.
File Numbers: USE 98-000~ and CDP 98-0010 (Banks/Taylor)

RECOMMENDATION

Dc~y the appeal and approve USE 98L0006 and cbP 98-0010 by making the I'equir~d findings
and subject to the conditions of approval listed in Attachment A.·

..

•

•

. ;

PROPOSAL
The applicant proposes to construct a·new one-story, 1,325 sq. ft. home on a 25-foot ·wiae, 3,000
sq. ft. legal nonconforming parcel in the El Granada area of the County. The applicant is
proposing a 4 112 foot side yard setback on one side where 5 feet is required.

BACKGROUND
Report Prepared By: Lily Toy, Project Planner, Telephone 650/363-1841
Applicant: Judy Taylor

Owner: Linda Banks
EXHIBIT NO.
Appellants: Garrett Crispell, C. M. Gaede, Barbara Mauz, ct al.

APPLICATION NO.
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A-1-SMC-99-014
Staff Report to
Board of Suoerviso s
Jan. 27, 1999
Page 1 of 7 pages

•

•

Location: 91 0 Ventura Street, El Granada
APN: 047-293-050
Parcel Size: 3,000 sq. ft. (25 feet wide)
Existing Zoning: R-1/S-17, Single-Family Residential with 5,000 sq. ft. minimum lot size
General Plan Designation: Medium-Density Residential (6.1 to 8. 7 dwelling units per acre)
Sphere-of-Influence: City of HalfMoon Bay
Existing Land Use: Vacant
Environmental Evaluation: Categorically Exempt under Section 15303 of the California
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines regarding construction of new small facilities including
single-family residences.

•

Setting: The neighborhood was originally subdivid.ed into 2~-foot x 120-foot lots, most of which
have been combined and developed as standard 5,000+ sq. ft. parcels. However, the subject
parcel consists of 3,000 sq. ft. and has not been merged with any contiguous parcels. The project
site slopes to the rear and is covered with weeds and grasses. There is a large eucalyptus tree
near the front of the parcel. Most adjacent properties are developed with single-family homes.
However~ there are two 25-foot wide vacant parcels adjacent to the south of the subject parcel.
Chronology:
Action ·
.

September 3, 1998

••

- The Zoning Hearing Officer approves the application for a Use Permit
and Coastal Development .Permit to allow the construction-of a new ·
single-family residence wfth non-conforming setbacks on a nonconforming size parcel of~,000 sq ..ft.
• f

September 11, 1998

•

- Appeal filed by Garret Crispell, C. M. Gaede, Barbara Mauz, et al.

December 9, 1998

Planning Commission den_ies the appeal and upholds the Zoning
Hearing Officer's decision with a 3-2 vote.

December 23, 1998

- Appeal filed by Garret Crispell, C. M. Gaede, Barbara Mauz, et al.

February 9, 1999

- Board of Supervisor public hearing.

-----------------------

DISCUSSION
A.

DECISION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION

•

The Planning Commission voted 3-2 on December 9, 1998, to deny the appeal of the
proposed new single-family residence on a non-confonning parcel that was approved by the
Zoning Hearing Officer on September 3, 1998. The two dissenting Commissioners (Nobles
and Silver) based their decision on the location of the parcel within the neighborhood.
Their concerns focused on the impact of this project on the preservation of health, safety,
and welfare of the neighborhood. The Commission ~ajority brought up the fact that the
Board of Supervisors has considered the development of substandard parcels and found that
there would not be a threat to the buildout calculations in Mid-Coast, although the Board
did require mergers when substandard lots are jointly developed to ensure that the lots
cannot be subsequently separated. In addition, the Commission, brought up the fact that
they (the Commission) are obligated to allow a homeowner a reasonable use of their land.

B.

APPEAL ISSUES (Indicated below in bold type style are the key issues ofthe appeal,
followed by staffs response. Included as Attachment "B" is a complete copy ofthe
appeal.)
1.

"The proposed project will be detrimental to the public welfare and injurious to
the property and improvements in the said neighborhood. The conditions
imposed by the Zoning Hearing Officer and affirmed by the majority of the
Pl~nning Commissioners do not mitigate this fact."
Stafrs Response: The Zoning Hearing Officer initially made the finding, "That the
establishment, maintenance, and/or conducti~g of the proposed use will not,
under the circpmstances of this particular cue, result .in a significant adversei
impact to coastal resources or be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious
to property or improvements in the neighborhood." The Planning Commission
also. made the finding and as part of the initial-approval-by the Zoning Hearing
Officer included conditions of approval related tb compatibility with the surrounding
neighborhood, ~o ensure that this finding could be made~ ·Specifically, these
conditions include: redesigning the home so that there are no more than two different
size of windows on each side of the home to reflect a more traditional design,
redqcing the height to not exceed 16 feet to lower the profile, submitting a landscape
plan which softens the long side walls, removing the rear~deck from the design to
comply with rear yard setback requirements and-incorporating shingles on the facing
of the garage since this is the only visible feature from the street. With
implementation of these conditions, the Planning Commission made the above
finding.

•

a

...
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•
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•

2.

"Applicant arranged (through Planning Commission staff) for the hearing to be
scheduled without the knowledge of the assigned project planner who we
contacted for information, as directed. This resulted in inadequate time to
prepare a full and complete {>resen.tation. In addition, the hearing did not
proceed as scheduled, resulting in Mr. Crispell having to leave without being
able to present critical information to the Commission."
Stafrs Response: We attempt to process all appeals promptly. The hearing was
scheduled and noticed in accordance with normal procedures and in compliance with·
State law and County ordinances. Notice was mailed to all owners within 300 feet
and published in the San Mateo Times and Half Moon Bay Review.

. 3.

"The siting and topography of the lot in question renders any development on
this parcel detrimental to the surrounding property owners."
Stafrs Response: The Zoning Hearing Officer initially conditioned and the Planning
Commission retained the condition of approval so that the profile of the home would
be reduced to a 16-foot average height. This ensures that the design will meet
setbacks for one-story struct!ll'es and-will further conform to the existing topography.
This 16-foot height limit will be substantially lower than the surrounding two-story
homes and lower than the 28-foot height permitted in the S-17 Zoning District.
Denying all development would expose the County to liability for an inverse
condemnation claim.

•
; 4.

"The approved 5-foot front setback will result in irreparable harm to the
adjoining property, and is out of character with the conforming properties in the
immediate area."
r

l

Stafrs Response: This site contains a 15% average slope (20~ front half ave~ge
slope). This project was designed to "stairstep" down the hill. The front contains the
one-car garage and the one-story home is 5. feetlower-than.the.garage, .. Under .Section
6411 of the Zoning Regulations, a garage can be placed to the front property line
where the slope of a parcel exceeds <i 14% slope. This property conforms
. with these
criteria.

.

5.

•

"Issues and concerns regarding potential drainage problems were sarcastically
dismissed by a Commissioner as a ·~red herring.' These problems arc real and a
matter of serious concern/'
Stafrs Response: This neighborhood lacks a stor:m drain system. The Public Works
Department has reviewed this project and as with all new residences, drainage issues
arc addressed as part of the building permit process. Building Inspection and the
Public Works Department review plans to ensure that any proposed development will
not amplify any drainage problems that may currently exist on a property. Proposed

- .! -

'

development is not responsible for any existing drainage problems. However, due to
concerns raised by the neighbors at the Zoning Hearing Officer's public hearing, the
Zoning Hearing Officer added the following condition: "Prior to issuance of a
building permit, the applicant shan submit a drainage plan to ensure that water
drainage will not be exacerbated on the adjoining lots, and incorporate design
recommendations into their building permit application." This was deemed
adequate to address drainage issues ·and any drainage plan will be reviewed by the
Public Works Department prior to issuance of a building permit. This condition of
approval is included in Attachment "A" as Condition #15.
6.

•

"Other issues involving the historical use of said property, parking,
infrastructure, and other factors that jeopardize the health and safety of the
existing residents have not been adequately addressed."
StafPs Response: The Zoning Hearing Officer initially imposed and the Planning
Commission retained the conditions of approval which mitigate these issues.

7.

"Broader issues regarding development on 25-foot lots have surfaced as a result
of the proposed project. These issues ~re being ~nvestigated by.a variety of
agencies and concerned individuals. These issues need to be addressed and
resolved by the County before any further permits are issued."

•

StafPs Response: Between December 1997 and March 1998, both the Planning
Commission and the Board of Supervisors gave extensive consideration to the issue
of developing substandard lots in the Mid-CoasL This included modification of
adopted policies and procedures governing development of these lots, with which this
project co~plies.
.
j

8.

j

I

"The applicant has cited 5th amendment constitutional issues regarding the
'taking' concept as authoritative grou~ds for approval by the County. Approv~l
of the permits in question will establish precedents that will have far reaching
consequehces for the County. Until such time that the courts find that the
'taking' principle is applicable to this project, there is no factual basis for
approval on legal or constitutional grounds."
StafPs Response: As noted in staffs response to appeal issue #7, the County has
adopted procedures to address the proces$ing of Use Permits and Coastal Development Permits for non-conforming parcels. The information contained in this staff
report outlines the criteria used by staff and the Commission to review this project. It
also discusses the conditions added to this project to ensure that the findings for
approval could be made by the Planning Commission. ·It is a well-established fact
that denial of all reasonable use of a property can lead to a taking's claim.

•

.

.

•

9.

"The Board of Supervisors should initiate a full review by the County Counsel of
the issues raised by this project and have these matters adjudicated in the
federal courts before approving any further permits for development on 25-foot
non-conforming lots."
Staff's Response: The Planning staff cannot address this issue. If the Board of
Supervisors desires to pursue this request, they will forward the issues raised by this
project to County Counsel for review. It should be noted again, however, that the
County~ recently completed a comprehensive study of this issue.

10.

"The applicant has misrepresented the facts and engaged in activities that give
the appellants good cause for concern that, as a result, special privilege is
granted."
Staff's Response: Staff knows of no misrepresentation of relevant planning-related
information, concerning the processing of this Use Permit and Coastal Development
Permit.

II.

•

"Finally, appellants have good cause for alarm due to our previous experience
with County zoning and planning agencies during the J. L. Johnson saga. Our
neighborhood was adversely impacted when a speculator/developer was allowed
to trample the rights of the property owners and no one would act on our behalf
until it was too late. We implore the Board to recognize our rights and act now
to prevent irreparable harm to our neighborhood by denying the permits in
question."
·
Staff's Response: The Planning Commission has included conditions of approval
related to eompatibility with the surrounding neighoo~ood to ensure that under the
cir.cumstances of this particular case, the proposal will not result in a significant
adverse impact to coastal resources or be detrimental to the public welfare or
injurious to property or improvements in the said neighborhood ..
I

B.

•

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
This project is exempt from review under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), pursuant to Class 3, Section 15303, which exempts new single-family residential
construction not bu!lt in conjunction with two or more units.

C.

•

REVIEWING AGENCIES
Department of Public Works - Roads
Building Inspection Section
Mid-Coast Community Council
Coastal Commission

- () -

J

..

ATTACHMENTS
A. • Recommended Findings and Conditions o~ Approval
B. Letter of Appeal dated December 23, 1998 and attaclunents submitted by appell~ts
C. AreaMap
D. Site Plan
E. Floor Plans/Elevations
F.
Planning Commission approval letter dated December 11, 1998
G. Planning Commission Staff Report with selected attachments dated December 9, 1998
H. Correspondence concerning the purchase/sale of contiguous properties

•

Respectfully submitted,
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To:

Honorable Board of Supervisors
County of San Mateo

From:

Morris Gaede

cc:

Lily Toy, Planner II

Date:

2/8/99

Subject:

Appeal of Taylor/ Banks: Use Permit, File No. USE 09-0006
CDP Permit, File No: CDP 09-0010
Location: 910 Ventura St. El Granada (APN, 047-293-050

Honorable Supervisors:
Introduction: As one of the appellants of the proposed project referenced above, I am submitting.
this to you to supplement our presentation at the hearing scheduled for 9 Feb. 99. It is hoped that thts
information will be helpful to you in considering the merits of our appeal and result in the rendering ~f
a decision to deny the pennits without predjudice. Essentially, this wiJJ serve as a rebuttal to the ·•stalf
report" recommending denial of our appeaL
Background: We became aware of this proposed project when we received a notice of the
scheduled public hearing. We contacted the project planning staff and were advised to attend the
hearing. I took time off from work to attend. After registering to speak, I was infonned that the
matter had been continued at the request of the applicant and would be advised of the rescheduled
hearing.

••

We obtained a copy of the staff report and were pleased·to discover that the individual who had studied
the matter, done the hands on research, and made numerous site visits to the lot in question and our
neighborhood, had found the project to be unacceptable and recommended denial of the permits.
Specifically, he found that the project would be detrimental to neighborhood properties and
constituted the granting of special privilege. <See Attachment D)
As simple homeowners, tax payers, and constituents with no knowledge or expertise in the the real
estate and building field, we naively believed that the Zoning Hearing Officer would follow the staff
recommendations. We were shocked when the Hearing Officer quickly dismissed the staff report and
ovcr-ntled the findings without any evidence to the contrary being presented. We are no longer naive
and have educated ourselves in an attempt to preserve our rights and the character of our
neighborhood. Although a number of conditions were imposed, this does not mitigate the over-riding
fact that this project will be detrimental to the neighborhood and the coastal
community. (See Mid Coast Council reports and letters from concerned neighbors. The letters from
Lynn Ware and Morgan Waldford are especially instructive as they are immediate neighbors} To dale,
no one has presented any evidence to the contrary or offered an explanation of how they arrived at the
conclusion that this project, as proposed will not have an adverse impact on the immediate neighbors.
The fact that two Planning Commissioners voted to approve our appeal in spite of the limited
opportunity we had to present full and complete infonnation is evidence that there is merit to this
argument.
The applicant for the permits is a well known real estate professional, speculator and developer who
has "insider" access to infom1ation and influential individuals in the planning, zoning and building
fields. The applicant is also associated with individuals known to be powerful, special interest
representatives. This has produced an uneven playing field in favor of the applicant. For example,

EXHIBIT NO.

•
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Rebuttal to County
Staff Report of
1/27/99
Page 1 of 3 pages

having connections in the Planning pt. resulted in having the hearing advat' I without the knowledge of the
assigned staff planner. This could outy have been done by someone in a posilwn of authority. We are not alleging
wrong doing by anyone. We are simply pointing out that we have not been on a level playing field are and appealing
to the Board of Supervisors for relief. In short, this appeal has become necessary because the process has failed.
Our case is evidence that there needs to be a review of the current policies and procedures before further pennits are
~~.
~
Appeal Issues: The following is a brief rebuttal to the staff reports response to the appeal issues that are founJIII'
pages 3-6 in the "Executive Summary" report to The Board of Supervisors dated 27 January 99.

l.

Addressed in part, above. The overwhelming majority of the homeowners in our neighborhood have
registered their concerns individually and collectively by signing the petition, sending letters and
appearing at the hearings. In addition to the Planning Staff findings and recommendation for denial,
evidence has been submitted by the Mid Coast Community Council Planning and Zoning Committee
that were not included in the evidence provided to the Planning Commission for unknown reasons.
(See letters from Chuck Kozac and Laura Stein. Note address is incorrectly listed as 917 Ventura.
This may explain why these important documents were purged from the file.) The staff response
does not directly address the issue raised.

2.

Addressed above. The staff do not respond to the issue raised. It ignores the specific
suggestion that the applicant was granted special privilege by someone in the Planning Department.

3.

We submit that any reasonable person who views the site and topography will come to the conclusion
hat development of this lot will, in fact be detrimental. We are not, however, asking
that the Board of Supervisors deny all development. In April 98 The Board decided that
development of 25 foot lots should be reviewed on a case by case basis. That decision implies that
there may be instances where development may inappropriate. We are only suggesting that this may
be one of them. The staff conclusion that denying development would expose the County to liability
may be valid. However, staff cannot conclude that adjudication would uphold such a claim. There
arc unique actors in this case that would mitigate staffs assumptions. (See pictures of the site)

4.

A 5-foot front setback is completely out of chan1cter with all of the adjoining properties in the area,
will seriously impact the future development ofWalfords adjoining lot, and create parking problem.
and safety hazards on Ventura Street. <See letters from Morgan Walford and Lynn Ware. Also
slides and photos provide clear evidence of thjs concern.) Staff response is technical and
unresponsive to the appeal issue.

5.

The drainage issues in our neighborhood are serious. There are no stom1 drains. Malaga Street is
where the water from the lot in question will drain to. Evidence has been suhmilted showing damage
and the fact that until such time that the infrastructure problems are corrected by the County, any
development on the adjoining properties will exacerbate the problem. The LCP requires revocation of
use permits when drainage impacts a remote property. Jean Kelly has suffered the most damage
and is the most in jeopardy. Her property does not adjoin the proposed project. When Jean has
several inches of water running through her garage, we are out in the rain digging ditches to get the
water to drain away from our homes and have to call the Fire Department for assistance, there is no
doubt that this problem is real and serious. To have this issue dismissed by a Planning
Commissioner in a demeaning manner does not inspire confidence that Public Works will be any
more responsive to our needs. They, in fact, created the problem on Malaga Street. (See photos.
leiters from Kim Harris and Kath[yn Carter.) Once built, it is too late. This would expose the
County to significant liability. The potential cost to the County from this issue far exceeds the
liability concerns raised by planning staff in item 3.

6.

Staff response is again inade<JUate and does not respond to the issues. The fact that these issues were
not mitigated by the conditions imposed is a major focus of this appeal. Specifics will be addressed
in other sections and by community agencies. (See letters from the Mid Coast Community Council)

Page2
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7.

We are well awaret
the issues regarding development on(. )Ot lots have been visited by the
Board of Superviso1., dnd County agencies. Times change anu tnis project has raised numerous
questions related to broader coastal community issues. The Montara and Granada Sanitary Districts
and reviewing policy and procedure relevant to a count of these lots and the impact on the sewer
permit process when the new plant goes on line. The Mid Coast Community Council is investigating
issues related to build out impact and the California Coastal Commission is reviewing the need for
modification or amendment to the LCP to address changing conditions. The problems created by
this project, as proposed, is evidence of the need for further review and revision. This appeal has
resulted from the fact that the process is flawed or broke down. There is a real risk that as these
projects surface, the Board of Supervisors will become the default planning commission. Staff
response does not acknowledge the changing conditions. (See The Perkovic Report, Mid Coast
Community Council exhjbits, letters from Chuck Kozak. Laura Stejn, and Kathryn Carter.)

8.

The citing of the "taking" issue by the applicant as the reason why "the County will approve this
project" in advance of hearing or a mling by a tryer of fact is either an attempt to intimidate or
blackmail the County into granting approval. Approving this project under this type of duress will
essentially validate this claim and establish a precedent that will Jimit the County in dealing with these
applications in the future. We believe it is in the County's best interest to test this in a count of Jaw
now. We believe the courts will find that there is a substantial difference between a speculative
project and a landowner being denied the use of their property. Staff does not recognize or
acknowledge this fact in their responses to relevant issues. (See letter from Judy Taylor dated 8-3198 and letter from Ream. et al.)

•

Staff response to this item is adequate as it rightfully recognizes The Boards rights a responsibilities
protecting the best interests of the citizens of San Mateo County. It does not recognize the fact that
there is agreement that the "comprehensive study" is adequate or the final authority on the issues
involved. Further study and adjudication of the controversial issue is indicated before granting f
further use permits and variances.

in

•

10.

The misrepresentations have likely innuenccd the decision making process. The county encourages
merger of sub-standard lots prior to considering development. Mr. Crispell attempted to purchase
and merge this lot This fact has not been acknowledged or considered. Other matters relevant to
ownership has also been colored by the actions of the applicant. (See letters from Michelle Walford.
Testimony will be provided at the hearing by Mr. Crispell.)

11.

Staffs response to this item is understandably evasive. We are appealing to The Board as our elected
representative. Since we are appealing the decision of The Planning Commission, we
would expect them lo justify their actions.

In Conclusion, we implore The Board to deny the permits without prejudice and allow this seriously flawed project
to go back to the drawing board. The guiding principle of"smalllot, small house" has been ignored. This is not a
small house and seriously violated the proportionality guidelines. Following established formulas, a lot this size
would support a 900 square foot house. This is not a little house.
At the least, The Board should enforce the relevant conditions of the LCP and established standards of20 foot set
backs and 35 per cent lot coverage required of those of us with conforming Jots. We are simply appealing to you for
equal protection under the law.

R~} ctfu~E)
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M rrisGaede

cc: Members of The Board
Lily Toy, Planner
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Attachment A
COUNTY OF SAN MATEO
PLANNING AND BUILDING DIVISION

•

RECOMMENDED FINDINGS FOR DENIAL

Project file Numbers:
USE98-0006 and CDP98-00 I0
Prepared by: Terry Burnes

Hearing Date: February 9, 1999

For Adoption By: Board of Supervisors

RECOMMENDED FINDINGS
Recardim~

I.

the Use Penn it. Find:

All opportunities to acquire additional contiguous land in order to achieve conformity with
the zoning regulations currently in effect have n.Q1 been investigated and proven to be
infeasible. There are two vacant lots of similar size to the south of the subject parcel, for a
total of three adjoining substandard lots. If one or both of these parcels were consolidated
with the subject property, it would create a standard building site. It is not clear from the
correspondence on file that the applicant and the owner of those parcels have negotiated in
good faith the possibility of jointly limiting development of these three adjoining
substandard parcels to the development of one conforming project, perhaps with recorded
restrictions addressing the adjoining owner's concerns about development at this location
(siting, size, design, bulk limitations, landscaping, drainage, etc.).

2.

The proposed residence is not as nearly in conformance with the zoning regulations currently
in effect as is reasonably possible. The proposed substandard side yard setback of 4.5 feet
could be adjusted to conform with the zoning regulations, which require 5 feet. This would
result in conformance with all regulations except lot size.

3.

The proposed residence will be detrimental to the public welfare by including a narrow home
with a garage as the predominant feature visible from the street in a neighborhood where
newer construction consists predominantly of wider homes with more architectural features
visible from the street. The proposed residence could be injurious to property or
improvements in the neighborhood by adding impermeable surface and surface runoff in a
neighborhood without storm drainage facilities where the record shows there to be extensive
existing drainage problems.

4.

Approval of a use permit for the proposed development would constitute a grant of special
privilege, contrary to law, by allowing the reduction of a side yard setback when that
standard could be met with no significant adverse effect on the utility of the resulting project.

TB:tb
banks.tlb
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Item #5 Taylor/Banks
Regular Agenda

COUNTY OF SAN MATEO
PLANNING AND BUILDING DIVISION

Date: December 9, 1998

•

To:

Planning Commission

From:

Planning Staff

Subject:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Consideration of an appeal of the Zoning Hearing
Officer's approval of a Use Permit and Coastal Development Permit to allow the
construction of a new single-family residence on a non-conforming 25 foot wide,
3,000 sq.ft. parcel where the minimum parcel size is 5,000 sq. ft.
This project is appealable to the California Coastal Commission.

PROPOSAL
The applicant proposes to construct a new one story;· 1,325 square-foot home on a 25ft. wide,
3,000 sq. ft. legal nonconforming parcel in the El Granada area of the County. The applicant is
proposing a 4 1/2 foot side yard setback on one side where 5 feet is required.
RECOMMENDATION
That the Planning Commission deny the appeal and approve USE98-0006 and CDP98-0010 by
making the required findings and subject to the conditions of approval.
SUMMARY
The Zoning Hearing Officer approved this project with conditions of approval, one of which
requires that the home be repositioned so that it is no higher than 16 feet in average height, thus
meeting the definition of a one story structure. As a one story structure, the proposed setbacks

EXHIBIT NO.

•

APPL~CATION NO.
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are in compliance with the Planning Commission policy for development on substandard lots
allowing sideyard setbacks of three and five feet respectively. In addition, the applicant is
proposing a 44% lot coverage where 50% is the maximum permitted as a one story structure
under the Zoning Regulations. The appellants are concerned that this approval does not
adequately address drainage concerns, does not meet the design and compatibility findings and
was not based on factual information. The Zoning Hearing Officer approved this project with
conditions which require horizontal siding, an approved landscaping plan, removal of the rear

•

l

d.e~k, exterior color approval, increased pitched roof, roof dormers, uniform window size, shingle
stdmg on the g~rage door ~nd the aforen~e.ntioned 16 foot height revision. The Zoning Hearing
Officer determmcd that wtth these condtttons, among others, this project complies with the
required findings ..

•

•.

•
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COUNTY OF SAN MATEO
PLANNING AND BUILDING DIVISION

Date: December 9, 1998

•

To:

Planning Commission

From:

Planning Staff

Subject:

Consideration of an appeal of the Zoning Hearing Officer's approval of a Use Permit
and Coastal Development Permit pursuant to Sections 6133.3.b and 6328.4 of the
County Zoning Regulations and the Planning Commission Policies for NonConforming Parcels, to allow the construction of a new single-family residence on a
non-conforming 25 foot wide, 3,000 sq.ft. parcel where the minimum parcel size is
5,000 sq. ft. This project is appealable to the California Coastal Commission.
File Numbers: USE 98-0006 and CDP98-00 10 (Banksffaylor)

PROPOSAL
The applicant proposes to·construct a new one story, 1,325 square-foot home on a 25ft. wide,
3,000 sq. ft. legal nonconforming parcel in the El Granada area of the County. The applicant is
proposing a 4 1/2 foot side yard setback on one side where 5 feet is required.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Planning Commission deny the appeal and approve USE98-0006 and CDP98-0010 by
making the required findings and subject to the conditions of approval listed in Attachment A.

BACKGROUND
Report Prepared By: Jeff Merz (650/363-1831) Project Planner
Applicant: Judy Taylor
Owner: Linda Banks
•

Appellants: Garrett CrispelL C.M. Gaede, Barbara Mauz

Location: 910 Ventura Street, EJ Granada
APN: 047-293-050

•

Parcel Size: 3,000 square feet (25 feet wide)
Existing Zoning: R-l/S-17, Single-Family Residential with 5,000 square-foot minimum lot size.
General Plan Designation: Medium-Density Residential (6.1 to 8. 7 dwelling units per acre).
Sphere of Influence: City of Half Moon Bay
Existing Land Use: Vacant
Environmental Evaluation: Categorically Exempt under Section 15303 of the California
Envirorunental Quality Act Guidelines regarding construction of new small facilities including
single-family residences.
Setting: The neighborhood was originally subdivided into 25ft. X 120ft. lots, most of which
have been combined and developed as standard 5;000+ sq.ft. parcels. However, the subject
parcel consists of3,000 sq.ft. and has not been merged with any contiguous parcels. The project
site slopes to the rear and is covered with weeds and grasses. There is a large Eucalyptus tree
near the front of the parcel. Most adjacent properties are developed with single-family homes.
However; there are two 25 foot wide vacant parcels adjacent to the south of the subject parcel.

•

.

DISCUSSION
Indicated below in bold type style are the key issues of the appeal, followed by staffs response.
Included as Attaclunent B is a complete copy of the appeal.
A,.

APPEAL ISSUES

1.

"The findings arc not valid as the decision was based on irrelevant and erroneous
assumptions regarding the adjoining vacant lot owned by the Walfords".
Stafrs Response:
One of the findings that need to be made in order to approve this Use Permit is, "that all
opportunities to acquire additional contiguous land in order to achieve conformity
with the zoning regulations currently in effect have been investigated and proven to be
infeasible". Also, the Planning Commission Policy regarding non-conforming size parcels
indicates that, "the property owner has explored the feasibility of selling their lot to an
adjacent property owner. If the ~uljacent lot is also substandard, itis highly
recommended that both owners nc~otiate to place these pnrccls under one ownership".

•

--------·

•

The applicant has made an offer to purchase both adjacent nonconforming lots from the
current owner and has submitted copies of correspondence to prove that this option has been
investigated. The applicant's agent, Judy Taylor, has attempted to purchase the contiguous
lots or to sell the project parcel to a contiguous owner. The potential contiguous buyers
have not been agreeable on a sale price (see Attachment H for sales correspondence). The
contiguous lot to the west was sold at a tax sale on August 12, 1998. The selling price was
$60,000. This was beyond the applicant's financial capability. Based on this information,
the Zoning Hearing Officer made the above findings.

2.

"The Planning Stafrs recommendation for denial was appropriate (in the original staff
report). The conditions imposed do not provide relief to the appellants' primary
assertion that this project will not result in irreparable harm to the individual
homeowners and neighborhood as a whole".
Stafrs Response:
The Zoning Hearing Officer made the finding, "That the establishment, maintenance,
and/or conducting of the proposed usc will not, under the circumstances of this
particular case, result in a significant adverse impact to coastal resources or be
detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to property or improvements in the said
neighborhood". The Zoning Hearing Officer included conditions of approval related to
compatibility with the surrounding neighborhood, to ensure that this finding could be made.
Specifically, these conditions include; redesigning the home so that there are no more than
two different size of windows on each side of the home to reflect a more traditional design,
reducing the height to not exceed 16 feet to lower the profile, submitting a landscape plan
which softens the Iorrg side walls, removing the rear·deck from the design to comply with
rear yard setback requirements and incorporating shingles on the facing of the garage since
this is the only visible feature from the street. With implementation of these conditions, the
Zoning Hearing Officer made the above finding.

•
3.

•

-----------------------------

"The condition regarding drainage docs not adequately address the health, safety and
public welfare issue regarding the serious problems that exist in the immediate area.
Any further development prior to these problems being corrected will raise liability
issues for the County".
Stafrs Response:
The Public Works Department has reviewed this project and as with all new residences,
drainage issues are addressed as part of the building permit process. The Public Works
Department reviews plans to ensure that any proposed development will not amplify any
drainage problems that may currently exist on a property. Any proposed development is not
held responsible for any existing drainage problems. However, due to concerns raised by
the neighbors at the public hearing, the Zoning Hearing Officer added a condition as
follows, "Prior to issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall submit a drainage
plan to ensure that water· drainage will not be exacerbated on the adjoining lots, and
5
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incorporate design recommendations into their building permit application". This was
deemed adequate to address drainage issues and any drainage plan will be reviewed by the
Public Works Department prior to issuance of a building permit.
4.

•

"The historical usc and neighborhood standards relevant to the lot in question were
not addressed or considered by the Hearing Officer".
Stafrs Response:
The historic use of this area, in conformance with the current zoning, is for single family
residences. Where a non-conformity exists or is proposed, a Use Permit is required and
considered on a case-by-case basis by the Zoning Hearing Officer who considers relevant
issues related to the Local Coastal Program, Design Review standards, the General Plan and
Zoning Regulations. The Local Coastal Program lists the applicable criteria below for new
structures proposed in El Granada and includes staffs review of the proposed project and
applicable conditions of approval.
a.

Design structures which fit the topography ofthe site and do not require extensive
cutting. grading. or filling for construction.
This site contains a 15% average slope (20% front half average slope). This project
was designed to "stairstep" down the hill. The front contains the one car garage and
the one story home is five feet lower than the garage. Under Section 6411 of the
Zoning Regulations, a garage can be placed to the front property line where the slope
of a parcel exceeds a 14% slope. This property conforms with this criteria. The
original design proposed a 17.5 ft average height. As noted in the Prop.osal section of
this staff report, the Zoning Hearing Officer conditioned the approval so that the profile
of the home would be reduced to a 16 foot average height. This ensures that the design
will meet setbacks for one story structures and will further conform to the existing
topography. This 16 foot height limit will be substantially lower than the surrounding
two story homes and lower .than the 28 foot height permitted in this zoning district (S17). There will not need to be extensive grading and filling for this project and the
Zoning Hearing Officer believes, as conditioned, this project complies with this
finding.

b.

•

Employ the use of natural materials and colors which blend with the vegetative cover
ofthe site.
The Local Coastal Program stipulates that colors and materials blend with the natural
surroundings and with surrounding homes. As part of the Zoning Hearing Officer
approval, a condition requires that the exterior colors be approved by the Planning
Division. Colors are required to be earthtone and natural. Another condition requires
that the applicant use horizontal wood siding for all sides of the house and garage and
that it extend all the way to the grade level on all sides. As noted in Section 2 above.
6
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•

other conditions require that the applicant add shingle siding to the front facing of the
garage and implement an approved landscaping plan on the site.

c.

Use pitched. rather than flat. roofs which are surfaced with non-reflective materials
except for the employment of solar energy devices.
A condition of approval for this project requires that the applicant redesign the home so
that the roof is increased from a 3:12 to a 4:12 pitch. While the original roof was
pitched, the Zoning Hearing Officer required a steeper slope. With the increased slope,
staff believes the home blends better with surrounding homes by incorporating a more
traditional roof pitch.

d.

Design structures which are in scale with the character of their setting and blend rather
than dominate or distract from the overall view of the urban scape.
As noted in Section 2 of this staff report a condition of approval requires that a
minimum of one dormer on each side of the home be added to this increased pitched
roof and that no more than two different sizes of windows on each side ofthe home be
permitted .

•

To avoid the appearance of a pre-fabricated modular home, the Zoning Hearing Officer
approved these conditions to "customize" the home. Regularly sized windows and
dormers provide features of more traditionally constructed homes which are common
in the surrounding area.
•.

5.

"Tbe issues regarding infrastructure raised by the residents have not been addressed
by the responsible public agencies. Issuance of any of these permits before these
matters arc resolved, is unacceptable. The deficiencies in the streets and the impact on
drainage pose a serious threat to the health and safety of the residents".
Stafrs Response:
As noted above in Section 3 of this staff report, the Public Works Department has reviewed
this project and has determined that specific drainage concerns will be addressed as part of
the review of the building permit. A building permit will not be issued until the Public
Works Department is satisfied that the drainage for this development is adequate, that flow
is directed to public right of ways (streets) and that flows onto contiguous properties are not
amplified. The Public Works Department has reviewed the condition and is satisfied with
the condition as noted in this staff report.

•

6.

"The applicants have engaged in activities that violate the spirit and possibly the letter
of the law. This precludes resolution through mediation and has forced the appellants
to take actions to protect their property and well being. This is a source of distress
that precludes pursuing our objectives in good faith".
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Staff's Response:
While the County encourages neighbors to utilize mediation services, the County cannot
require parties to mediate. The Planning Staff is not aware of any violations of law by the
applicant. Staff referred to Sections 6500 and 6328 of the Zoning Regulations, Planning
Commission Policies related to development of substandard lots, the Local Coastal Program
and General Plan Policies to evaluate this project. The Zoning Hearing Officer based his
decision on the above regulations and testimony, at the public hearing. Based on this
testimony the Zoning Hearing Officer modified the project and added conditions to address
concerns raised at the hearing.
7.

"The applicants have misrepresented the facts and obscured the truth in their
presentations. This renders any decisions invalid. Until such time that the responsible
agencies have full and complete factual information, approval of said permits is
premature. Issuance of these permits will open the door to further appeal litigation
which is not in the best interest of all involved".
Staff's Response:
Staff knows of no misrepresentation of relevant planning-related information, concerning
the processing of this Use Permit and Coastal Development Permit. The Planning Staff
would welcome any proof of factual discrepancy as it relates to this project, but as of the
date of publication of this report, nothing has been submitted.

8.

•

•

"The proposed project has raised many questions regarding matters of law that are
being investigated by a variety of coastal agencies and recognized organizations. No
permits should be approved or issued until such time that these issues are
authoritatively resolved by the County and State government agencies or the courts".
Staff's Response:
The County has procedures to address the processing of Use Permits and Coastal
Development Permits. The information contained in this staff report outlines the criteria
used by staff to review this project. It also discusses the conditions added to this project to
ensure that the findings for approval could be made by the Zoning Hearing Officer.
Specific information would be welcome by staff and can be addressed by staff, when it is
provided by the appellant.

B.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
This project is exempt from review under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), pursuant to Class 3, Section 15303, which exempts new single-family residential
construction not built in conjunction with two or more units.

B
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C.

REVIEWING AGENCIES
Department of Public Works - Roads
Building Inspection Section
Mid Coast Community Council
Coastal Commission

ATTACHMENTS

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Recommended Findings and Conditions of Approval
Letter of Appeal dated September 11, 1998
Letter of approval from the Zoning Hearing Officer dated September 4, 1998
Staff Report with Attachments dated September 3, 1998
Area Map
Site Plan
Floor Plans/Elevations
Correspondence concerning the purchase/sale of contiguous properties

•
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COUNTY OF SAN MATEO
PLANNING AND BUILDING DIVISION

Date: September 3, 1998

To:

Zoning Hearing Officer

From:

Planning Staff

Subject:

Consideration of a Use Permit and Coastal Development Permit pursuant to Sections
6133.3.b and 6328.4 of the County Zoning Regulations and the Planning Commission Policies for substandard lots, to allow the construction of new single-family
residence (1) on a nonconforming 25-foot wide, 3,000 sq. ft. parcel where the
minimum parcel size is 5,000 sq. ft., (2) with a 4 112-foot side yard setback where
5 feet is required, and (3) 44% lot coverage where the limit is 35%. This project is
appealable to the California Coastal Commission.

•

File Numbers: USE 98-0006 and CDP 98-0010 (Banksffaylor)

PROPOSAL
The applicant proposes to construct a new two-story, 1,325 sq. ft. home on a 3,000 sq. ft. legal
nonconforming parcel in the El Granada area of the County. The applicant is proposing a
4 112-foot side yard setback on one side where 5 feet is required and 44% lot coverage where
35% is the maximum permitted.

•

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zoning Hearing Officer deny USE 98-0006 and CDP 98-0010 by making the required
findings in Attachment A.

BACKGROUND
Report Prepared By: JeffMerz, Project Planner, Telephone 650/363-1831
Applicant: Linda Banks
Owner: Judy Taylor
Location: 91 0 Ventura Street, El Granada

EXHIBIT NO.
APPLIC~TION N0.4
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Attachment A

•

County of San Mateo
Planning and Building Division
RECOMMENDED FINDINGS FOR DENIAL
Hearing Date: September 3, 1998

Penn it or Project File Numbers:
USE 98-0006 and COP 98-001 0

For Adoption By: Zoning Hearing Officer

Prepared By: JeffMerz

RECOMMENDED FINDINGS
Regarding the Use Permit. Find:

1.

That the project is proportioned to the size of the parcel on which it is being built.
The applicant proposes a 44% lot coverage where the Planning Commission policy
(attached) governing development on 25-foot wide parcels limits lot coverage to 35%.
Therefore, the proposed house is not proportioned to the parcel on which it is located. Staff
believes it is also out of scale as compared to the surrounding homes on large lots (5,000
sq. ft.) which meet the 35% lot coverage limit. Therefore, this finding cannot be made and
staffbelieves the house should be redesigned to comply with the 35% lot coverage
requirement to be in proportion to the size of the parcel.

•
2.

That all opportunities to acquire additional contiguous laud in order to achieve
conformity with the zoning regulations currently in effect have been investigated and
proven to be infeasible.
The applicant has made an offer to purchase both adjacent nonconfonning lots from the
current owner and has submitted copies of correspondence to prove that this option has
been investigated. As shown in Attachment G, the applicant's agent, Judy Taylor, has
attempted to purchase the contiguous lots or to sell the project parcel to a contiguous
owner. The potential contiguous buyers have not been agreeable to this. However, the
property was sold at a tax sale on August 12, 1998. The selling price was $60,000. This
was beyond the applicant's financial capability. Therefore, staff believes this finding can
be made.

3.

•

That the project is nearly in conformance with the zoning regulations currently in
effect as is reasonably possible•
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Staff believes that this finding cannot be made and that the home could be redesigned to
"stairstep" the home down the hill, add articulation to the long sides, add uniform window
patterns, increase the roof pitch, comply with Planning Commission policy regarding
setback and lot coverage requirements, and redesigning the garage and front entry.
4.

•

That the establishment, maintenance, and/or conducting of the proposed use will not,
under the circumstances of this particular case, result in a significant adverse impact
to coastal resources, or be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to property
or improvements in the said neighborhood.
Staff believes the establishment of this proposed house will be detrimental to neighborhood
properties as the proposed house is out of scale for its parcel and designed to be
incongruent with surrounding neighborhood development.

5.

That the use permit approval does not constitute a granting of special privileges.
Staff believes approval of this project would constitute the granting of a special privilege
because it appears the applicant could comply with the zoning criteria through a redesign of
the proposed structure.

6.

That the proposed building shall be scaled to the lot on which it is being built.
The applicant proposes a 44% lot coverage where the Planning Commission policy
(attached) governing development on 25-foot wide parcels limits lot coverage to 35%.
Therefore, the proposed house is not proportioned to the parcel on which it is located. Staff
believes it is also out of scale as compared to the surrounding homes on large lots (5,000
sq. ft.) which meet the 35% lot coverage limit. Therefore, this finding cannot be made and
staff believes the house should be redesigned to comply with the 35% lot coverage
requirement to be in proportion to the size of the parcel.

•

Regarding the Coastal Development Pennit. Find:
7.

That the proposed development does not comply with Section 8.13 (Special Design
Guidelines for Coastal Communities) of the Local Coastal Program because the development does not meet the criteria in the Planning Commission Policy dated March 25, 1992.

JM:fc- JDMil337.6FU
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•

2.

•

Conformance with the Local Coastal Program and Design Review Criteria
The Local Coastal Program has identified specific design cr.iteria known as Policy
8.13, "Special Design Guidelines for Coastal Communities." The project's
confonnance with the four applicable design standards is discussed below:

a.

Design structures which fit the topography of the site and do not require
extensive cutting, grading, or filling for construction.
The proposed home includes an attached one car garage. The garage would be
at the same elevation as the street and the house would be 5 feet below the
garage (Attachment F). Because the site slopes 15%, this home would be 8 feet
above the existing grade at the rear of the property. The applicant is proposing
to have the living area all on one floor and the design will not stairstep with the
existing grade. Therefore, staff believes the proposal does not fit the
topography of the site and should be redesigned to stairstep down the existing
grade, or redesigned as a two-story structure to take advantage of the
topography and reduce the lot coverage to conform with the zoning regulations.

b.

•

Employ the use of natural materials and colors which blend with the
vegetative cover of the site.
This applicant is proposing a stucco exterior and tan/earthtone colors. This
would conform to the stated requirement. However, another option, to which
the applicant agrees, is the installation of horizontal wood siding. Staff believes
that this alternative would be more appropriate since most of the surrounding
homes have wood siding. Should the alternative recommendation be approved,
staff is recommending a condition requiring wood siding.

c.

Use pitched, rather than flat, roofs which are surfaced with non-reflective
materials except for the employment of solar energy devices.
The garage and home roof are proposed with a pitch at 4:1. This minimally
confonns with the stated requirement. A preferable roof pitch for many new
homes in this area is 2:1. Staff believes a lesser pitch is appropriate when the
roof has a variety of hips and valleys, creating visual interest. However, the
proposed garage and house each have one long continuous roof plane with no
hips or valleys. The only feature visible from the street would be the one-car
garage (see Attachment F). The garage is proposed to be located 5 feet from the
front property line, creating the only visually dominant feature. as seen from the
street. Staff believes a better design would be to increase the roof pitch and add
dormer windows on the roof to add visual interest and natural lighting.

•
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Government Code Section 65852.3 states, "Except with respect to architectural
requirements, a ... county shall only subject the manufactured home and the lot
on which it is placed to the same development standards to which a conventional single-family residential dwelling on the same lot would be subject,
including, but not limited to, building setback standards, side and rear yard
requirements, standards for enclosures, access and vehicle parking, aesthetic
requirements and minimum square footage requirements.n However, "Any
architectural requirements imposed on the manufactured home structure itself,
exclusive of any requirement for any and all additional enclosures, shall be
limited to its roof overhang, roofing material and siding material.

•

Should the alternative recommendation be approved, staff is recommending
conditions for increased roof pitch and the addition of dormers (see Attachment
B) with the knowledge that under the California Government Code, these
conditions would have to meet with the concurrence of the applicant/owner of
the development.
·
d.

Design structures which are in scale with the character of tlteir setting and
blend rather than dominate or distract from the overall view of the
urbanscape.

The applicant proposes a 44% lot coverage where 35% is required as discussed
in Section 3, below. Therefore, staff believes this project does not meet the
stated requirement, being out of scale compared to the surrounding homes on
larger lots which meet the 35% lot coverage limit.

•

This project proposes seven windows and the main entrance on the right side of
the home facing the existing uphill home to the north. There are four different
sizes of windows on both the right and left sides of this structure. They are
arranged in no apparent pattern. The side and rear elevations lack dimension,
articulation, and creativity in window placement and roof design. There is a
dearth of architectural features to break the linear profile of this building. The
lack of articulation along the 64-foot long solid northern and southern walls
does not create shadowing or variety. Therefore, staff believes the project will
distract from the overall view in the area and should be redesigned to
incorporate similar size windows, window trim accents, donner windows on the
roof and increasing the roof pitch.
As stated above in Section c, Government Code Section 65852.3 limits
architectural requirements to its roof overhang, roofing material and siding
material.

-4-

•

Should the recommended alternative be approved, staff is recommending
conditions for increased roof pitch and the addition of donners (see Attachment
B) with the knowledge that under the California Government Code, these.
conditions would have to meet with the concurrence of the applicant/owner of
the development.

•
3.

Confonnance with Zoning Regulations

Project compliance with the applicable zoning criteria and the Planning
Commission Policies is summarized below:
Required

Existing

Proposed

5,000 sq. ft.

3,000 sq. ft.

3,000 sq. ft.

Front

20 ft. (1st floor)
35 ft.+ (2nd floor)

N/A

5 ft. (garage)
25 ft. (1st floor);
35 ft.+ (2nd floor)

Side

5 ft./3 ft. (I st floor);
5 ft. (2nd floor)

5 ft./3 ft. (I st floor);
5 ft./4.5 ft. (2nd floor)

Rear

20ft.

20ft.*

Maximum Height

28ft.

N/A

17ft.**

Maximum Lot
Coverage

35%

NIA

44%

Parking

I covered

NIA

I covered

Minimum Lot Area
Minimum Setbacks

•

*The applicant has formally agreed to remove the back deck shown on the plans, which
sits within the required setback.
**This qualifies the structure as two story since it is above 16 feet in height.

Section 6133.3 ofthe Zoning Regulations requires a use permit for development on
nonconfonning parcels less than 3,500 sq. ft. where 5,000 sq. ft. are required. Section
6133.3(b)(3) establishes findings that are required to be made in order to approve a
use pennit. These findings and staffs response are as follows:

a.

•

That the project is proportioned to the size of the parcel on which it is
being built.
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The applicant proposes a 44% lot coverage where the Planning Commission
policy (attached) governing development on 25-foot wide parcels limits lot
coverage to 35%. Therefore, the proposed house is not proportioned to the
parcel on which it is located. Staff believes it is also out of scale as compared to
the surrounding homes on large lots (5,000 sq. ft.) which meet the 35% lot
coverage limit. Therefore, this finding cannot be made and staff believes the
house should be redesigned to comply with the 35% lot coverage requirement to
be in proportion to the size of the parcel.
b.

•

That all opportunities to acquire additional contiguous land in order to
achieve conformity with the zoning regulations currently in effect have
been investigated and proven to be infeasible.

The applicant has made an offer to purchase both adjacent nonconforming lots
from the current owner and has submitted copies of correspondence to prove
that this option has been investigated. As shown in Attachment G, the
applicant's agent, Judy Taylor, has attempted to purchase the contiguous lots or
to sell the project parcel to a contiguous owner. The potential contiguous
buyers have not been agreeable to this. I-~owever, the property was sold at a tax
sale on August 12, 1998. The selling price was $60,000. This was beyond the
applicant's financial capability. Therefore, staffbeJieves this finding can be
made.
c.

That the project is nearly in conformance with the zoning regulations
currently in effect as is reasonably possible.

Staff believes that this finding cannot be made and that the home could be
redesigned to "stairstep" the home down the hill, add articulation to the long
sides, add uniform window patterns, increase the roof pitch, comply with
Planning Commission policy regarding setback and lot coverage requirements,
and redesigning the garage and front entry.
d.

•

That the establishment, maintenance, and/or conducting of the proposed
use will not, under the circumstances of this particular case, result in a
significant adverse impact to coastal resources, or be detrimental to the
public welfare or injurious to property or improvements in the said
neighborhood.

Staffbelieves the establishment of this proposed house will be detrimental to
neighborhood properties as the proposed house is out of scale for its parcel and
designed to be incongruent with surrounding neighborhood development.
e.

That the use permit approval does not constitute a granting of special
privileges.

-6-

•

Staff believes approval of this project would constitute the granting of a special
privilege because it appears the applicant could comply with the zoning criteria
thro1,1gh a redesign of the proposed structure.

•
4.

Compliance with Additional Planninc Commission Policy Findincs
As indicated on March 25, 1992, the Planning Commission established a policy for
development on 25-foot wide lots. This policy identifies development standards that
would deem a house on a 25-foot wide parcel to be "proportioned" as required for
nonconforming parcels (see Attachment E). In particular, the policy states that the
second story of homes on 25-foot wide lots must maintain a 5-foot side yard setback
for each side. Due to the slope of this parcel on which this development would sit,
the first floor would actually be the second floor at the rear of the property. The
applicant is proposing a 4 1/2-foot setback on the second floor on one side. In
addition, as earlier discussed, maximum lot coverage is 35%. The applicant is
proposing 44%. Staff believes the project could be redesigned to comply with both
setbacks and lot coverage.
The Planning Commission policy for development on 25-foot wide lots specifics that
two primary concerns be addressed, in addition to the LCP policies, in order to
approve development on a 25-foot wide lot.

•

a.

A property owner shall explore the feasibility of selling tbcir lot to an
adjacent property owner. If the adjacent lot is also substandard, it is
highly recommended that both owners negotiate to place these parcels
under one ownership.
The applicant has made an offer to purchase both adjacent nonconforming lots
from the current owner and has submitted copies of correspondence to prove
that this option has been investigated. As shown in Attachment G, the
applicant's agent, Judy Taylor, has attempted to purchase the contiguous lots or
to sell the project parcel to a contiguous owner. The potential contiguous
buyers have not been agreeable to this. However, the property was sold at a tax
sale on August 12, 1998. The selling price was $60,000. This was beyond the
applicant's financial capability. Therefore, staff believes this finding can be
made.

b.

•

The proposed building shall be scaled to the lot on which it is being built.
The applicant proposes a 44% lot coverage where the Planning Commission
policy (attached) governing development on 25-foot wide parcels limits lot
coverage to 35%. Therefore, the proposed house is not proportioned to the
parcel on which it is located. Staff believes it is also out of scale as compared to
the surrounding homes on large lots (5,000 sq. ft.) which meet the 35% lot

-7-
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coverage limit. Therefore, this finding cannot be made and staff believes the
house should be redesigned to comply with the 35% lot coverage requirement to
be in proportion to the size of the parcel.
5.

•

Compliance with Parkin~: Re~:ulations
The applicant complies with the parking requirements as noted in Section 6119 of the
Zoning Regulations because only one bedroom with a build-in closet is proposed.
Under this scenario, only one-covered off-street parking space must be provided.
Under provisions of Section 6411 of the Zoning Regulations, where the slope of the
front half of the lot is greater than 1-foot rise or fall in a distance of 7 feet from the
established street elevation at the property line or where the elevation of the lot at the
street line is 5 feet or more above or below the established street elevation, a garage or
carport, attached or detached, may be built to the front lot line. The applicant meets
these criteria and is therefore proposing the garage 5 feet from the front property line.

6.

Mid-Coast Community Council
This project was referred to the Mid-Coast Community Council on February 11,
1998. The Council reviewed the proposal with Judy Taylor, the applicant, and
interested neighbors. The Council recommended that this project be redesigned to
address the aforementioned issues and to better comply with the Local Coastal
Program and Zoning Regulations. While the applicant has agreed to remove the
proposed deck at the back of the home, the applicant contends that, due to its modular
nature, the design of the home cannot be significantly altered.

B.

•

CQNCLUSION
Based on the above information, staff is recommending denial of this project. Staff does
not believe the required findings can be made, primarily by not conforming to lot coverage,
setbacks and the design criteria.

C.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
This project is exempt from review under the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), pursuant to Class 3, Section 15303, which exempts new single-family residential
construction not built in conjunction with two or more units.

D.

ALTERNATIVE ACTION
Should the Zoning Hearing Officer find that this project complies with the findings listed in
Attachment B of this staff report, staff has included recommended conditions of approval
(Attachment B).
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REVIEWING AGENCIES
Department of Public Works- Roads .
Building Inspection Section
Mid-Coast Community Council
Coastal Commission

ATIACHMENTS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Recommended Findings for Denial
Alternate Action and Recommended Findings and Conditions for Approval
Vicinity Map
Site Plan
Planning Commission Policy Site Plan
Floor Plans/Elevations
Letter from Judy Taylor, Real Estate Agent, dated May 29, 1998
Letter from Neighbors, dated August 13, 1998
Letter from Morgan and Michelle Walford, dated August 13, 1998
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.. VISUAL ·QUALITY CHAPTER:;.··.. '····.:.!·.:
GOAL

7.1

Preserving Visual Quality
Preserve and-.enhance the vis-ual qua11tie$~·o.f.,~he:-:_,:oaf?t~1 community
which give:it a.-unique character.and'dis~i.ng~i~t1;.,1J;.. fr~m other
·
·
places. {CA)

URBAN DESIGN

7.2

: · ;·

Preserving Conrnunity Character
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a,. Maintain community character and ensure-.that.new developments
are compatible with existing homes in scale, .size and
design. (RES)
.

':··

b•. Mainta4n.the small-.town character-of: the.area.py preventing
construction of massive structures· out of scale with the
community. (CA)
·
7.3

Preserving Natural Ameniti.es
Preserve the natural.amenities of. the community through the appropriate location of new structures designed to harmonize with their
surroun~~ngs •. :. (CAL· ..

7.4

Undergrounding Utilities
Establish a program for undergrounding overhead utility lines in
conjunction with new street improvements. (CA)

7.5

•

Area Restoration
Encourage the restoration of run-down. areas through clean-up and
fix-up campaigns sponsored by community associations and homeowners groups~ (CA)

7.6

Protection of Scenic Vistas
Preserve and protect scenic vistas of ocean, beaches, and mountains for residents of the community. (CA)

7.7

·!!ee Planting· .
Encourage the planting of trees along streets and walkways.

7.8

{CA)

Preservation of Landforms and Vegetation
Preserve existing landforms and vegetation.

3.18

(CA)
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7.9

r

Landscaping Coast Highway
Encourage CalTrans to landscape portions of the Coast Highway in
urbanized areas of the community. (CA)

7.10 Green Belts
Maintain green belts between urbanized areas to preserve individual community identities. (CA)

REGULATION OF APPEARANCE
7.11 Design Review
.

.

Apply the DR (Design Review} Overlay Zoning District in the
urbanized areas of the community to regulate siting of structures,
to protect natural features~ and to provide for design compatibility with surrounding development. {RES)
7.12 Community Design Manual
a.

•

Employ the design guidelines set forth in the Community Design
Manual. (CA)

b. Employ the guidelines of the Community Design Manual to ensure
that specific site design is sensitive to the marine orientation of the community. (RES)
7.13 S-17 Overlay District
Apply the S-17 Overlay Zoning District to reduce building size and
lot coverage for new structures, and to insure that new residential development is in scale with its surroundings. (RES)

•
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COUNTY OF SAN MATEO
PLANNING AND BUILDING DIVISION

•

PLANNING COMMISSION POLICY FOR VARIANCES
FOR CONSTRUCTION ON SUBSTANDARD C25-FOOT WIDE> RESIDENTIAL LOTS
WITHIN JHE R-1/S-7 AND R-lfS-17 ZONING DISTRICTS
Adopted March 25, 1992
Prior to applying for a variance to
owner shall explore the feasibility
erty owner. If the adjacent lot is
that both owners negotiate to place

construct on a substandard lot, a property
of selling their lot to an adjacent propalso substandard, it is highly recommended
these parcels under one ownership.

When applying for a variance to build on a substandard lot, a primary concern
is that proposed buildings are scaled to the lot they are being built on. To
insure against possible over building, applicants are to observe the following
guidelines:
1. Proposed residences may have a maximum of two stories.
2. Building Setbacks
a. The first story of proposed residences shall maintain front and rear
setbacks as required by the underlying zoning district.
b. The second story of residences shall maintain a 35-foot front vard
setback.

•

c. Side yard setbacks for the first story shall maintain a minimum of
three feet (continuous from front yard to rear yard) on one side and
five feet (continuous) on the other side. No architectural projections (chimneys, greenhouses or bay windows) may encroach into any
first story setback having a width of less than five feet.
d. Side yard setbacks for the second story of residences shall maintain
a total of 10 feet. No portion of the second story shall overhang
(extend over) the first story.
3. Off-street parking for the proposed residence shall consist of a minimum
of one covered parking space and one uncovered parking space. Neither
shall be located within the front yard setback. The property owner shall
construct minimal width driveway curb cuts and these shall be placed as
close as possible to nearby curb cuts so that maximum space is available
for street parking.
4. Prior to a variance hearing, plans for proposed residences must receive
design review. Final approval of design rests with variance decisionmaker. The County Design Review Officer shall evaluate the following and
make appropriate recommendations on design to the variance decision-maker.
EXHIBIT NO.
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PolicS Use Permits
for 2 -foot-wide
rarce;!.s
Page 1 of 3 pages
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a. As much as possible, site new buildings on a parcel in locations that:
(1) minimize tree removal, (2) minimize alteration of the natural
topography, and {3) minimize alteration of streams and natural
drainage channels.
b.

Design buildings with shapes that respect and conform to the natural
topography of the site by requiring them to step up or down hillsides
in the same direction as the natural grade.

c.

Design well articulated and proportioned facades by: {1) creating
aesthetic and proportioned patterns of windows and shadows, (2)
relating the size, location, and scale of windows and doors to
adjacent buildings to avoid intrusion into the privacy of adjacent
structures, and (3) using trees and shrubs to soften the abrupt wall
and rooflines of the residence.

d.

Design buildings using pitched roofs with architectural styles that
blend with the immediate area.

e. Make varying architectural styles compatible by using similar
materials and colors compatible with the natural setting and the
immediate area.
5.

•

A landscaping plan will be submitted if required as a condition of
variance approval. It shall include drought resistant trees and shrubs
native to the area. A surety deposit will be required for both installation of landscaping and its maintenance. Maintenance shall be required
for no less than two and no more than five years.
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secondrt ·
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20'

Residence Area
(w/171 sq. ft. garage)

I st story living (sq. ft.)

688

2nd story living (sq. ft.)

637

Total Living (sq.ft.)

1325
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Coastside Capacity Report:
A Compilation of Public Information on the
Sustainability of Current Buildout Trends

•
Version 1:
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Summary of Coastside Capacity Information
Introduction:
It is well recognized that the Coastside carrying capacity is to some extent limited by (I) a rugged coastline and
inland geography; (2) availability and affordability of highway, water, waste treatment and other public
•
infrastructure; and (3) state and federal environmental regulations. The interaction between these local factors and
external factors like the overall economy, technological developments, and societal trends, means that City and
County land use plans (LCPs) reflect both expressed and implied assumptions about the Coastside carrying
capacity. Some of these assumptions are more than 20 years old.
Examples of LCP assumptions that are no longer supported by actual events and trends include:
• Highway expansion can continue to effectively keep up with peak hour traffic congestion;
• It will always be possible for the government to raise taxes to subsidize buildout;
• Enough water will continue to be available and affordable to service buildout;
• Enough urban services will continue to be available and affordable to service buildout;
• Land use based on commuter housing and transportation patterns will remain sustainable;
• Public schools can be fixed with enough State diversion of local taxes in addition to property taxes.
The fact that the accuracy of these and similar assumptions has proven to be highly questionable, is an
opportunity to improve LCPs by improving their carrying capacity assumptions based on actual experience.
Documentation of such experience has recently been accumulating for traffic, water, schools, services, jobs,
substandard lots, public safety, and other indicators of whether the current buildout plan is working as intended.
HMB has recently responded to its experience by initiating revision of its LCP (General Plan). A community
visioning document (Public Advisory Committee Report) was produced in mid-1997 and a consultant was
contracted in early 1998 to represent that vision in a revised General Plan by late-1999.
Since the adjacent Midcoast experiences the same or similar land use patterns and impacts as HMB, and is deemed
by LAFCO to be in HMB' s "sphere of influence", the Coastside has a chance to apply new information to
improve both County and City LCPs at the same time. After all, results of County and City LCPs have to play •
out together and make sense. On the ground is where the LCPs, regardless of what they may be separately trying
to achieve, will be physically integmted under a unique set of Coastside conditions. The more actual experience is
reflected in the LCPs, the more realistic and less controversial the LCPs will be.
This report summarizes recent information from City and County government, district, and other published
studies, which indicates that the Coastside carrying capacity is significantly less than that assumed in the current
City and County LCPs. The studies indicate that Coastside carrying capacity is particularly challenged with
regard to commuter housing. With 7800 new sewer connections available in 1/99, commuter housing could
double over the next 20 years according to current LCPs. If the partial (50-60%) build-out achieved to date is
already encountering natural, economic, transportation, infrastructure or other key limits, the definition of 100%
build-out needs serious reconsidemtion.

Trame:
• Especially during commute hours, SRs 1 and 92 have had high traffic volume to capacity (v/c) mtios since at
least 1990. and are projected to have the highest v/c ratios in San Mateo County at LCP buildoul This translates
into Cal trans Level of Service index F (prolonged gridlock; average traffic speed for affected highway segment
approaches zero; SR 92 "F' se8Jnents up to 8 miles long). [Ref. 1: 6197 CCAG Traffic Modeling Study}.
• Traffic projections based on current LCPs indicate that SRs 1 and 92 are heading towards a higher v/c range,
comparable to that experienced on SR 92 during the 1995 Devil' s Slide closure of SR 1. These projections
already take credit for both growth control and the maximum amount of public spending likely to be available for
highway and tmnsit improvements in San Mateo County ($3.28) between now and 20lO.[Ref. 1}
• The Coastside could be either approaching or experiencing a public health and safety issue relative to traffic. •
especially during peak commute hours. Even with local EMS-trained people. outside emergency response times
for the Coastside are already the highest in the County (37 minutes versus 9 minutes in typical cases). [Ref. 2:

1997 Pacifica COC Meeting, Presentation on Emerge~ Respons_e Service~] Seen broadly as the ~ge of
behavior from annoyance through violence, road rage ts now playmg a part m 2f3 of fatal traffic aCCidents. [Ref.
3:1997 Road Rage articles from CNN and USN&WP]

eater:
• As reported 1120/98 at a Joint HMB Council/CCWD Board Meeting. about 1000 "priority" (coastal-related,
affordable housing. failed wells, etc) water connections remain unsold from CCWD' s Phase 1 water supply.
Based on a 3/10/98 County Board of Supervisors staff report on a water reallocation appeal, the actual number is
about 700. Citizens Utilities (CU; private Montara and Moss Beach water utility) has little or no unused capacity.
{Ref. 4: 11196 MCC presentation on CU's Masterplan Update1
• If additional (Phase 2) CCWD water supply ever becomes available, it will continue to be limited by nature (eg.
climate, terrain, aquifers), economics (eg. scarcity, competition, expense) and legal factors (eg. historic
ownership, water rights, environmental protection, SFWD contract terms and conditions). [Ref. 5: CCWD 1997
and Phase II Water Supply Reports] Ctrs forecast supply growth is also limited, corresponding to about 0.7%
per year growth in customer demand for water. [Ref. 4 j .This represents a Coastside residential growth
"doubling time" of about 100 years, which is four times longer than the current LCP doubling time of about 24
years.
• Even approaching the Coastside' s carrying capacity relative to water supply, could result in more widespread
and/or severe rationing during periodic drought cycles. SFSD reserves the right to unilaterally cut back drought
year water supplies by up to 25%, and local supplies are similarly reduced. [Ref. 5J For example, CCWD' s
maximum "safe yield" (assumed drought condition) water supply is reported to be 541 million gallons for 1998,
while the production requirement is estimated to· be 862 million gallons. [Ref. 5 j LCPs that depend on more
water than is reliably available, require current residents to either subsidize expansion or storage facilities for
future residents, or risk unnecessary shortfalls and rationing for everybody during the inevitable drought years.
•

hoofs:

• CUSD's recent assessment bond study stated that state maximum school fees on new residential development
cover only about lf3 of the actual cost incurred. With a state limit of about $1.90 per square foot of new house
(unless otherwise negotiated), that translates into a school district loss of $3.80 per square foot, or $9500 for a
2500 square foot house. [Ref. 6: CUSD Facilities Planning Report] If a higher fee is negotiated, as recently
reported in the HMB Review for North Wavecrest Village ($3.80 per square foot school fee), the loss per house
is reduced (in this case to about $5000), but rarely eliminated, since state limits are so much lower than reality.
• Proposition 198 allows the state to divert local government and special district revenue to the Educational
Resource Augmentation Fund (ERAF). This fund covers what schools cost to operate beyond what they get from
property taxes. The annual ERAF subsidy for the CUSD service area now averages about $125 per residence
(-$1M of diverted local taxes, which had been paid for other services like fire protection, water and sewers by
-8000 CUSD residences). [Ref. 7: MCC presentation on ERAF local tax diversion] Since the state legislature
has repeatedly not acted to either correct this diversion, or prevent it from increasing, cities and counties are now
attempting to put a state constitutional amendment on the ballot. [Ref 8: 1198 League of CA Cities presentation
on proposed constitutional amendment] In any event, continuing to add residences, which increase demand for
schools without contributing to economically sustainable development, is not likely to reduce the ERAFburden.
Services:

• With the exception of local park and recreation services, both City and County provide a similar level of services
such as police, public works, social services, etc. Experience shows that property taxes on bedroom
communities no longer cover the ongoing expense of such services. [Ref. 9: 116198 HMB Meas. A - Housing
Impact Summary j The commuter-oriented residential development emphasized in existing LCPs, may no longer
•
the most economically viable option.

Jobs/Housing Balance:

• In recent years, the Coastside population grew more than any other area of the County [Ref. 10: 11197 SM
Times census report], without a corresponding increase in local, high quality jobs. [Ref. 11: 7197 HMB Baseline
Data,· Ref.l2: 12197 HMB Economic Development Report] Recent information from CCAG's housing needs •
analysis indicates that the Coastside LCPs now calls for at least 4400 more houses than what local job growth can
justify (3200 in HMB; 1200 on the Midcoast). [Ref. 13: 11197 CCAG Housing Needs Analysis] CCAO is
developing Congestion Management Program criteria to incent land use planning agencies to reconsider such
practices. [Ref. 14: 2198 CCAG Balanced Growth Program]
Substandard Lots

• There has been no definitive planning around the issue of how to manage land use and impacts for thousands of
vacant, substandard lots created by Coastside subdivisions more than 90 years ago. Not only are substandard
lots uncounted for in the LCP buildout total (-19000 sewer connections worth of buildings), but the number of
lots is unknown.
• The magnitude of this uncertainty can be seen by comparing the number of substandard lots (-5000) manually
counted for the Montara Sanitary District (Montara and Moss Beach) [Ref. 15: 8197 MSD Ltr1 with the number of
lots (-2000) the County gets from statistical sampling of the entire Midcoast. [Ref. 16: 3198 County Staff Rpt1
There are a few thousand more substandard lots in HMB, but most are in areas zoned Planned Unit Development
(PUD). PUD means that an integrated plan is required for development of the whole area, although this could be
challenged in court by individual property owners, since the old subdivisions are still legal.
•Letting market forces and court cases alone determine what happens on such a large, unknown number of
substandard lots, introduces so much uncertainty into what the LCPs can accomplish, that the basic LCP
assumptions may no longer be applicable.
Airport Safety

•

• The currently under revision HMB Airport Masterplan calls for expansion of usable runway length, taxiways,
hangers, parking, special navigational equipment to allow non-visual (bad weather) approaches and landings, and
other "landside" facilities to handle projected growth in the annual number of "operations., (takeoffs and landings)
from -38000 in 1996 to -54000 in 2015. [Ref 17: 1198Airport Land Use Plan Update]

• In recent years, the State has developed and is now recommending a new set of "safety compatibility" criteria,
which in effect, recognizes that land use in the vicinity of airports is associated with some public safety risk.
[Ref. 17] Previously, 1000 X 2000 foot safety zones on airport-owned land, and various decibel noise limits for
the surrounding land were considered in terms of airport impact on that land. [Ref. 171
• Based on the location of land within various safety zones, the new recommendations limit concentrations of
people and building density and provide open space for emergency situations. Since the safety zones are sized
based on runway length, and the HMB Airport has a 5000 foot runway, the zones extend for a mile beyond the
sides and ends of the runway. {Ref. 171 This puts much of the urban Midcoast and the northern tip of HMB
inside the "''raffic Pattern" and "Inner Turning" zones, including many of the Midcoast substandard lots
graphically shown in the previous section.
• Failure to incorporate the State airport safety compatibility recommendations within the LCP framework could
expose the City or County to liability in the event of a future accident involving people and structures on the
ground, which were there in violation of such recommendations.

•
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Dear Chair Sara Wan and Honorable Commissioners:
We write to you as the elected representatives of the citizens of San Mateo County's Midcoast
Community to protest the County's approval of a Coastal Development Pennit for a development
that we believe conflicts with the requirements of our Local Coastal Program (LCP). Because the
County's approval of projects such as this one threatens to undermine the LCP and silendy and
unlawfully amend it (Public ResoUICes Code, § 30514, subd. (e)) by excusing compliam;e with
the County's zoning ordinance, we beseech the Commission to disapprove the County's action.
San Mateo County's LCP projects a totai population of 15,500 for the Montara - Moss Beach - El
Granada Midcoast Community (hereafter MIMBIEG) at complete buildout As of 1998, the
population of this area was estimated to be 12,800. (Association ofBay Area Governments
(ABAG) Projections, 1996.) This figure represented a substantial increase over the County's
1990 estimate of 10,222 as the population of not only MIMBIEG but also Princeton and Miramar.
In 1990, the County also estimated that there were 3,000 undeveloped pateels in MIMBIEG that
met the minimum lot size requirements in the County's zoning ordinance. The average household
size in this area was computed by the County in 1990 to be 2.71 persons per household. Based on
the County's 1990 figures, the addition of approximately 1948 dwelling units in tvl!MBIEG after
1990 will constitute full buildout under the LCP. Thus, it is clear that the County cannot permit
the development of even two-thirds of the lots which meet the requirements of the zoning
ordinance without exceeding the full buildout figures set forth in the LCP.
The reason that we are concerned with the instant appeal is that this appeal involves the County's
approval of the development of a lot which does not qualify as a buildable lot under the County's
zoning ordinance. Hence, the County's approval of this development threatens to exacerbate the
already serious problem posed by the existence of fM more buildable lots than can be developed
under the LCP. The LCP's reasonable development restrictions are based on negative impact that
population increases beyond full buildout would have on the Midcoast Community. Since the
County is required to operate under the strictures of the LCP, it should be encouraging
development of only those lots that are in strict compliance with its zoning ordinance rather than
permitting development of non-compliant substandard lots. Although precise figures are not
available on the total number of substandard lots in existence in MIMBIEG, it has been estimated
that there are as many as several thousand substandard lots in this area.
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Midcoast Community Council to California Coastal Commission re: A-1-SMC-99-014 - 18 March 1999 -Page 2

The property rights of the owners of buildable lots are at risk when the County allows the owners of lots
which do not qualify as buildable lots to develop their lots. The County is required to limit development
under the LCP. As the County will not even be able to permit development of the buildable lots in
MIMB/EG, it should not be permitting development of lots which do not comply with the County's
zoning ordinance. Every building permit granted by the County on a non-compliant lot will inevitably
preclude development of a compliant buildable lot. This is an untenable situation.

•

The Commission exercises independent judgment in reviewing the County's approval of this
development permit. (CityofChula Vistav. SuperiorCourt(1982) 133 Cal.App.3d 472, 489-490.)
Consequently, the Commission need not defer to the County's inappropriate conclusion that this noncompliant lot should be developed. The County clearly has the power to deny the owner of a noncompliant lot the right to develop that lot. (Gisler v. County ofMadera (1974) 38 Cal.App.3d 303, 308309; see also Avco Community Developers, Inc. v. South Coast Regional Com (1976) 17 Cal 3d 785,
792-798; Palmer v. Board ofSupervisors (1983) 145 Cal.App.3d 779, 783.) Here, where the LCP limits
development and the development of compliant lots alone would exceed those limits, the County must
exercise its power to deny such owners the right to develop their undevelopable lots unless there are
extremely unusual circumstances which justify a rare exception to this rule. No such circumstances are
present in this case.
We urge you to protect the integrity of the LCP by disapproving the County's action and prohibiting this
development.
Sincerely,

Paul Perlcovic
Chair, Midcoast Community Council
cc:

•

San JMateo County Board of Supervisors
San lMateo County Planning Department

•
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ORDINANCE NO. - - - - BOARD OF SUPERVISORS, COUHTY Of SAN MATEO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA

•

• * * • • • * * •
AN ORDIItANCE CR£ATIRG "CHAPTER 4 Of THE SAN MATED COUNTY
ORDINANCE CODE (ZONING ANNEX) TO ENACT ZONING

NONCONFORMITlES REGULATIONS

* • * * * * • * •
The Board of Supervisors of the County of San Mateo. State of
California, ORDAINS as follows:
jJct1on 1. San Mateo County Ordinance Code. D1v1s1on VI, Part One,
Chapter 4 is hereby enacted, as certified by the California Coastal
ConDisston, to establhh the Zoning Nanconfonatues regulations, as follows:
gtAmR 4 ..

ZONING NONCOfffOIIIITJES

SECTIONS:

•

6130 •
6131 ..
6132.
6133.
6134.
6135.
6136.

,"

PURPOSE

API'LICATION
DEFINITIONS
NON-CONFORMING PARCELS
NON-coNFORMING USES

NON-CONFORMING STRUCTURES
NON-CONFORMING SITUATIONS

§ECTIQN 6130, PQRPQS~. The purpose of this Chapter is to regulate zoning
nonconformities. which are defined as any legal parcel, use, buildtng,
structure or other situation that does not conform with the current zoning
regulations. The general intent of this Chapter is to (1) allow resident1al
zoning nonconformit1es to continue, and (2) ph•se out non-residential zoning
nonconformitias. This approach implements General Plan policy to maintain and
preserve the existing housing stock and existing residential areas.
EXHIBIT NO.

•

APPLICATION NO.

20
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Zonning nNonr:onformities, ----1
Section 6130 et se
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\

entitlement under thts Chapter. Ftnal approval does not
administrative appeals are exhausted.
S£Cl]Dif 6133,

JfOHOIIFORJJING

o~cur

until all

PARCEll·

•

1. ConSinuatjgn gf Bnn-Ganfqrmina P&rc•lJ. A non-confo~ing pa~el aay
continue as· a separate legal pa~el, subject to the merger provisions of
the County Subdtvts1on Regulations, and co.pliance with all other provisions of this Chapter.
2. Enlargt!plnt gf Non:ConfQD!ing ParctJa. A non-conforaing parcel may ba

enlarged through the addttton of contiguous land by lot line adjustment,
lot conso11dat1on, merger, or resubdtv1s1on, provided that the enlarge.ent
does not create nonconfar.ities on adjo1n1ng propertJ.

3. Dgveloomant of Nan-Conforming Parcala .

I

a. Qpyalopment Not Begytrinq Use Perltt.
(1)

Un1mproyesf Nan:Cpnfsn=m1n ·P•Mi•l. . Develo,_,.t of an untJiproved
non-confal'lling ··parce1 111J ·occur without the t ssuance of a use

permit when JDX o~ the following
(d) below) exist:

cireu~~tances

((a), {b), (c), or

•

I
1

~~~

Regyjrtd ~nimum
Ptrcel SjZI

!f:iconformJng

Proposed development on the unimproved non-conforming partel
shall conform wtth the zontng and building code regulations
currently in effect.

- 5 -

•

b':Jia Jb.S 4849

(2)

•

p. eJSA!IIi

Development of an improved non-

JmproYed Non-,gnfgrpinq Pare!].

••1

confonaing parcel
occur w1thout requiring the issuance of a
use permit provided that the proposed development conforms with
the zoning and building code regulations curnmtl,v in ef~ct·.
b. DevelOPment &eguir:tnq a Use

e.nnu.

(1} Unjmproyed !on-Cgnf0tm1ng PacceJ.
(a) Development of an unimproved non-conforming parcel shall
require the issuance of a use penait When JDl of the
following circumstances ((a), (b). (c), or (d)) exist:

Reauired

Actual Hon-Cpnfonming
earcel Size

Mintm~~

earce] S:1ze

•

(b) Proposed development on JDI untaproved non-conforming parcel
that does not conform wfth the Z9Ding regulattons in effect
shall requfre the issuance of a use permit.
(2) . lmp[Qved Ngn-Cqnfocming

Parcel.

Proposed development an an

iaproved non-conforming parcel, that does D91 conform with the
zoning regulations currently in effect, shall require the
issuance of a use penait.
(3) Uae fermit fjndioqs. As required by Section 6503, a use p•rmit
for development of a non-confonn;ng parcel may only be issued
upon making the fallaw;ng f1ndings:

•

,

~-

..............

~

.

.....,,~

..

.....

b~

363 4849

p. 06;'06

'·

I

(a) The proposed develo.-ent is proport1o~ld to the size of the
parcel on ..icb 1t 1s betng built,

(b) All opportunities to acquire additional contiguous land in
order to achieve conformity with the zoning regulations
currently in effect have been investigated and proven to be
infeu1bte.
(c)

..,.

•

The proposed development 1s as near'fx tn conformance with

the zoning regulations currently 1n effect as ts reaspoablx
possible.

(d) The establishment, maintenance, and/or. conducting of the
proposed usa M111 not, under the circumstances of the ·
particular case, result tn a s1gn1f1cant adverse impact to
coastal resources, or be detri.antal to the public welfare
.,
or injurious to property or improvements 1n the said
nefghborhood, and
(e) Use-permit approval does not constitute a granting of
· ~peetal :privileges.

•

SECTION §)34. HO!f:COHf'RBJIIII USES.
1.

..

Contjnuat1on pf Non-Confon;fna UJ&J. A non ..confol"fttfng use ay continue
provided all other prov11ions of this Chapter are ..t.

The Board of Supervisors, upon recommendation by the Planning C0..1ssfon
at a public hearing, can require that any non·confo~tng use.(excapt
residential) be re.oved or converted to a perm;tted use within a prescribed period af time, as allowed b1 law, and upon findings that (1) the
non-conforming use is detrimental to the health, safety or public welfare
of the surrounding area, and (2) 1t degrades the neighborhood character.

•
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LAND PUICHASI AGRIIMINT
DEFINITIONS
BROitf!R lnc:lud•• "'"''''""ling lnokor• end all aal" portona. DAVS moons colond11r doya unloaa olhorwlto tpoclflod. DATE OF
ACCEPTANCE mct~!Jt tho dato tho S.ller ,_,.,the offer or 11"' RuYor ~W~~~ptlllhe counlar offar. OEUWAE'D rneana paraonellv ctallvarod
or tranamlllfld by faclllmll• mar.hltrtt, puranantlo hem 11, 01 malllld hy tlopnalt In U.S. mnll, pollaoo propolct. In tho oYCint of maiHng, dellv•
ary &hall ba dHmed to have been mllde on tho fifth day following tho dale of malting. PATE' OF ct.OIING ~- ll11o dolt IIIIo It lnma·
«•rr•d. TIME LIMITS fur clunlh'll•ncv r•muvul oro • ' - Itt bukl ptlnt. TERMINATING THII AGIIR~ moant that both panlet~are
rollovod ot tholr obligations end ell dopoGitasllall bo rotumod to tluyor lots oxpontet Incurred by 1M" on ICOOIIftt of Ruvtr to ctat• of tttmlnlltlon.I'IIOHIITY mun• lht rtt•l pror111rlv •nd llfiV p~n•lt""'"'rly lnc:ludml In tht salt.

_
_,,.._

•

ABI!NCY RI!LATIONSHII' CONfiRMATION. T110 foHowlng ee-Y talaiiOI\tltlp Is hetoby conllrmiiCI for thl• u-loft and aup..,.adM •nv ptlor
8fiOIIC'I olootlorn

.....,.... .....

*

USTINO NlfiNT: __ -~'?!!~-·· ~--.

sellers are representing thamselv.'

t=:J tile Seller tlldualvely: or L:J boUt llteluytr tnclltlltr.
COldwll Ba~r
lif nottht samo Mlhe l.lttlntl Autnlllathe Aullftl of Ccheclc one!:

SELLING AGENT:

,_.of

LXXI the auvv excluaiYtlr. or r.::.:_l 1111 Stlltr ..-..w~y; or I :; :I both thei•!Jt' •net Mer.

No~t:

··

...

·

nllf CM~lnuffon noES NOT.,.ullto

fifo AGINCr IJISCWStmf J(Jim (f'.l*, ' - t flll.4f CAtl

,..,_.,raw.

-:-_f.>!l.E.!•t~•. !l:. ..£!=!~P.!~L~~--~~!II!!!>L'!:_ 9,r~spe~L ... - - -

..

bwrl-•

a. •·-'--'---

c.
o.

e.

s.l:UQQQ.~.w
1--=:'-1
-··

DEPOSIT ovldonc:ed by c:.::J Choc!c.ln Oth:r.;
held uneedtad until • - p t • - •rtd on•
davthtrt•fttrdepn$1ttldwltlt: _ 0 . .GP.lo! .• Hcj'lEl(t_Q;:met!Y
.
ADDITIONAl CASH OI!POIIT 10 bo plucod In otc:row c:::J within-···-- daye of -.pllllllll, r.:::::l upon reii!IIVIII
of •" GOndhions.
BALANCI OF CASII PAYMPIT 11et~•IIHI lo
nul Inducting c:lo1lttg _..,
BONDS 08 AISI!SSMENTI of rttemd If a~JSUmed by lliiYif·
ADDITIONAli'INANCINQ: - - - - · - - - - - - - · - - - - - - · · - · · - · · · - · · · · - - · -·-··

c:l-.

-----·---·--·------

F. I 32,000.00 TOTALI'URCHAIEI'AICI! (~mtlncludlngcln•lng e111t•l.
2. BXAMI..ATION OF TITLI. In eddltlon to ony oncumbr411PCOI otsumoll 01 toko11 •subJoct lo, • Sollor ahoH convey IIIIo to tho propony lubjoc:t
only to: 11) root ost:olo laxoanot yul duo; mod llllc:nvan:m11, eundlllonl, maldcllon.. rlpht11 of -y and •aamNmt• nl mcord, If any, which
dn not matartanv affliCt tht value or ln..ndod Ult of the proponv.
,
Within three f:SI dayt from IIC!ftPIIItlCo, Ouyor 811all ardor 11 l'rcllmlno•v Tltlo Ropon and c:optos of CC8rl'lt ond other doc:11manta of
-recc.rd II eppllct.r,lo. Within ,.,, (101 day& of ooc~tltll. lluvu• ohatl tutHnl lu Sullu• In wolllnu •ny valid uhJoctlona to tlllo contalnod In audt
toputl (ulhur lhun tnunul~try llun• lu IMt tlfthl "'""' cto.• of Mcruwl. II Duv•r ubllll'.la to lillY IIJC""pllnnll In the IIIIa, SRIIar •h•ll UH dna dlli·
oenc:e to removo such exccpllor.: at hls/hor own cwponso before do•• of otcr-. If such c:xc:optlons cannot bo removed bc«oro close of
OKfOW, lhla Aeroomonl .Ju1oU lurllllnllu, tlloluu Duy~~r •IM.ta In llll""lu••• tha prnf'l'riV •ublac:t In 1111Ch ••ceplln1111. If Sntlar Qftncludaa
hll/ul,. t. unebla !11 gnnd faith to 1'11mowo a111:1t objac:tlaftll, S.ll•r •hiM nntlfy Buyer whhln taft ItO) cleye of,....,. of •llld ~~-. In that

e¥Cnt Buvor may tormlnete IIlia Agreement.
J. OPTIONAL CONDinONS. Provisions 3·A through 3-G, lllnllllled below br Buytr. ero Included In lhll Agrcomcnc
1-- ::'":1 A. 8011. TESTS. Upon eceeptanot of this Agreement. Buyer lhall have tho right to go on the proponv to conduct soli teats.
lndudlng pe•col•tlon Inn. to ascertain wholher the property It oulloblo for the lmprovomonu which 8uyor propoellt to
mako. All oxptiiiOI olaudlt~~eta &hall bt llorno by tht 1:::1 Btrytr, c::::J S.ller.lfuyer •hall bo '"pon5iblo for the repair and
rt~toretlon or env demaaa 10 the protariY wllldltnay bo ca1110d by tuclaiHI&.If In th1 rtllaonable eplnlnn of the 1011• anumout, uru,.tu~d by biiYer, tho prof>lrly II not 1ultable for the proposed development. Buyer mey tarmtntto thl1 Agreomont. 11
Is IJOtlntondod thtt tho oollt leota wllllnoludu lOll$ lot toxic contomlnollon 11111e.. olhttrwwln apr"d In writing by th• partie._
Buvor almU oo d~M~mfttl t., lmv11 wal\llld tlllll cnndillnn unlass wrlltan notlc:a to the contrary 11 delivllrod 10 Stllor or hlt/hor
Elroker w i t h i n - dlya of -Pt•nca.
1.....-...1 B. SURVEY. Upon IICCOI>t"'""' t>l thl1 AurHrnefll, th• property ahH htt IIBVllyld by a ncanaad surveyor 111 the expenn of tbe
r:=J Buyer, r:=J Sollor. Tho-.urvoyor shall sot ond llog oil PIOPIIf1Y he. to ba ~U~P~Oveclln wrlll•ov by 8uyar prl« t• e~

•

ofescrow.

1--"'=.,j C. PRICE BASED ON AREA. Tho purcl\au prlco Ia band upon S
t::J 1111r IICta, 1.:.:.1 JIQr llltuare fOOl, 11nd I_.:.:J
'h11ll, I:::J 1hall not btll adjulll•d In ac:c:ordance with tho aroa 11111 forti! In tho aurvey undar l"rovlllon 3·0.
I =1 D. OIOlOOICAL REPORT. Upc,n IICellfltllnet of tltl• Ata••••n11111, buyer thall have th• riuhl Itt oblain 11 o.ologlcal repQI1 lrorn •
roylstorod Qcoluttllll •• tho UIJhUIIII " ' r=l buy11r r.-:-::1 Snll11r. Buvor ahall bt dotmed tn hiYII 11ppr11Vod Nlct r•port unless
wrlnon notk:o lo tho conu•rv Ia dollvorod to Sollo,. or hlt/hor Orokor wkhln - - - deye of aec:tpt-.ln 111e ovtttt ul dl••P.
prPVal, Buyer may terminate lhiJ Aoraomenl.
L :::::-.::! e. WEll fiEPonT. Upon II~PIIIIICCI olthla A(lteomenl. Buyer •hall obltln a welt report lrom • llc:onHct well drilling C:OI\lfiiCtOr
111 thu uapuuiOU uC r.=:J Ouyur. r.:.:.:.J Sollot. Ouvur vhull be duo mud lu 1 - llflf>ruwd •okl r•port unl•ss wrlllen nntlo:e to 11111
contrary Is delivered 111 Seller nr histhor Broker within - - - d.,a of aecept-. In tho o•ont 01 disapproval, Buvor naov
httmin11to this Agr~tt~n~~tnl.
Ut>OII obtaining 11 Comlltlun~tl Cerllflmato ul Cumt>llnnce froon
- - - - ---· .. ·· ··--·-· . .•. • . .. . ..... ·-··· ... ,llllhnllw,..n~• e>l r:::::1 Rupr 1-:-:1 Sell11r wllhln.. . . dayo or ar:ctpt•nce.
lUnder Govemmont Code 1116499.35. a buyor or sollar may opptv to tho plonnlng dopottmenl fOf a c:ortllk:eae thol oil of tha
oubdlvlalun lowe appllc:ablo lu tho lot Ita.,."'"'" ••llallad.l
<1. TA)( DEFERRED EXCHANGE IINVESTMINT rROPERTYJ, In tbe tvtnt SoRer wl1ht1to ontor ln1o a 11111 doforrod oKch•nae for
the property. or Huver wlaho1 to enter lt:tlo • lax dolorrod oxchanao with ro1poc11o properly ownod by hlm!tlor In connection
with lhls lrensac:llon, e!lcll of tho p11rlln •oraoa to cooperllo with tha other party In connac:tton wtth auch exchange, lnc:lud·
lnu tl111 ttx,..:utlun nl10ur.h dur.um11nlt n• rmrv lm rttll8nnahtv n~~et~Airy to CC'Imptete the exc:henge, provldatlthllt: lei the other
purly tholl11ollre oltliyulc:d lu dcloy tho clualuy; lhl 1111 ntldlllunelwtlllln cunnectle>n with tho tllohanoa ahall be bc>mt by the
party roq\Wllln" tho oJCch;:muo; ((:lllw ulltur t•u•tv thl>lluul oo ubii(Jalod lu .,,.,.._..,,.. nny nul•, cunlrA<>l, cl•ad ur nil"" dncu·
"'""' r•mvldlnu for lillY PtfGUI'IIIIIiabllitv wllir.h would survive th~t•xchange: end Cdl tho other penv shell not teko IIIIo to onv
PIC>IIOtiV othor limn lbo llflllllllly doar.tllllld lnthlr; A!lruoment. The olh•r perty 1h1R be lndemnllled and held hllrmlcst egalnst
onv liability wllldlar1tos or ls~~ltnod to hovo ruloon on m:c;ovnt of theo...:hllllfl".

1--==f F. CERTIFICATE 01' COMPliANCI!. Thl1 nflot Ia C:Orllllllonud

,:;r-m

f4i/ll~

-f.t •

Buyer ,1~

haet.ra-

~~ld Sellor 1 - - 1 1 - l htvt reael tllla page.

FORM to,-&.A.t CAI.It1:&41 cuPY~~~GMr .,,,, IHUYrtllllt$511HIMrtllttL'IHINU.mi'Aill IIII.,IANIWAII.CA tttu ,...,.._

IJJPRDF.SIIDitAL
,_.,.m.,._ · IIPUBLitiiiiM

•

... .

.,

~ ''

•

d

~~

.,Df\flrtvAddr~'" .... ~arcel 047-293=050, Lpt ~2 1 ••~l!>Ck 6t Sub. No. 1 of 9-~~nac'Ja ... - - - - - - - - - -

.
.;i1S. AtTORNEY r:au. In any t~ctlon or procandlng Involving a dillpltte between Ruyor and Sailor erlalnQ oul of the •••cutlo" of this Agreement
· :/:
or thas.,lfl, the prevfllllnu party shell bo ontlllad to rocalvo frorn tile n1h111r party a re11aonable attornoy Ia& to be dallmnlnad bv the court or
·.. ·
trbltrauxis).
·:: !
14. ADDENDA. Tho following udcltondll are auachod and mado a pari or IIIII AQrOIIIIltnl:
c::J Form 101-IA 11, AOOENDUM TO LAN!> PURCHASE AGREEMENT ISubordltlllllon.llllrtlal Reconvoyanc:oal
.'
Cl Form 110.90CAL1 STANOARD OISCLOSURES AND DISCLAIMERS

.
"

r:::J OTHER:

•

-·--

1!!1. CI.OSINC. Full purchaco prloo to bet t>aid and Deed lobo rocordod CCtJ on or bt>font ___ :V.,~_O.L!Q,_ c::J within--- day• of accaptanct. Both perllos 1hall dopoclt wllh an 10uthori1ed Escrow Holder. to bet ••..cted by Buyer, 1111 funds efld ln-'nrmoms nocescery IC> com·
pluto tho ulo 111 ac~urdance with tne torms ol this AorMment. l!J!O Whero customory. signed Eaerow ln~&lfllr.llnns to bll delivered to
E~~Crow Holder within --l.;..._ d1Y1 of ICCttptence. ESCROW rtt 10 bo paid by -~yyer
TRANSFER TAXIES), II any, lo IKr !lllld

by --Sallee_.
TliiS PURCHASE AGREEMENT TOOETHER WITH ANY AODI!NOA SHALL CONSTITUT£ JOINT ESCJ10W INSTRUCTIONS TO THE ESCROW

HOLDER.
18. SURVIVAL. The omission lrom oscrnw Instructions of any provision In this AgroomontehellnOI -lvt~th~> rloht ol eny p1rty. AH reproHn·
lotions or werrentlea ahallsurvlve tho eonvoyanco or lhe wopertv.
17. EXPIRATION OP OPPER. This olf81 shall explro unlau llct:l>llllltlc:Aiattlv'l'S' to 8uy,'l{ or 10
Mary LOU Cl!,!'!h~-Q.t;!lnge
on or before n_..5.:.00
c:J A.M.. GtlO f'.M" - - PC
- 18...JU
18. COUNTIIti'AitTS. Thl• Agrcoomenr m11y he owooutod In OfiO or muto ~:ounterpllrtl.
· 18, PAX TRANIMISSION. The f~t~calmlle trancmlulon o1 e lloned copy of thla Offor or any colltlllr offer to the othor party or hll/hor 8roktr,
loiiC>Wed by faxed ecknowlodgrNnl or receipt, ahell conllltutC> delivery.
20. TIMI. Time Ia ur the essence ol this Agreement: provided, howovor, that If either pRrly fall• to comply with onv contingency In thle
Agreernant within tho tlmo llmil t;Pflellied, this Agroomont thoU nn1tunnln11111 unlll the othor party dollvms wrillen nnlice to the dofaul\ing
party roquirlnQ cornp!l!lnce within l!4 houra of ract~lpt of nolieo. II tho PI\IIY rocalvlrl\J II•• nutlc. f11ll1 to comply within tho 24 he>urs, the
non-detl!lultlno party mey termlnote !Ide Agreomont without furthor no11ce.
21. ENnll ACREIMINT. lhls document contains the enUre agrn11m11nl olthll partiOI and superMcln 1111 prior egroomcniS or ropro•ontotlon•
with roapact to the property which ,.,., nnl curpressly set forth. This Agroerrlttnl mey bo modified only In writing llgulltf and deted by both
parties.
Doth parties acknawlodgo thlll l.hey heva not railed on eny lletornentro of the reel ntlto Agent or Broiler whlolt 11re not expre..ed In this
Agreement.
A real estate broker or agent Ia quaUIIed to edvlll on r..l altale. It you have eny quettlolle eoncamlng the legal eufllelenov. t.gal aflaltt,
lneurence, Of tax OOfl&equancea of this clonument or the relatn trantactlona. eon1ult with your e1torney, aooounlln1, or lnauranca broker.
Tho undoralgned Buyer ecknowlodoo• that he/•h• hn thoroughly rood end approved each of the provisions contained herein 11td IQrefl
to purehase the property for the prlca and on tho tonne and eondlllona .,odlt.d. Duyer aclonowled1•• receipt of a copy of thla Offer.

euvor_d~.t:dJ!2.p"jA.f/!......------·---- P • • • - -4/.14/97
.;;e•
(yU •
auv•r.,l.~':f.r,.z..v-tt:z?Z/.~l...~.:r·~
------D•" 4/14/97

Time

7:$'(.,.

I

•

Tlma-..

/::!! __

~.0~ @f.

ACCEPTANCE
Seller accepts the above Ollar erld egroosto soli the pre>perty lor the t>rlce and on the tllfml and eondltlona specified.

NOTICE: THE AMOUNT OR RATE OF REAL ESTATE COMMISSIONS IS NOT FIXED BV LAW. THEY ARE SET BY
EACH BROKER INDIVIDUALLY AND MAY BE NEGOTIABLE BETWEEN THE SELLER AND BROKER.
2Z. COMMISSION. Sollor ~Araes to pey In cash tho followlnp relll estAte commlcslon for carvi~es rendorod, which eonmtl.,luu Sell~r hereby
Irrevocably anlgns to Droker(sl from escrow:
••::::_'!(,of tho at.CIIPied price, or S
.to thellalino Brotor:
and
...=:::::_% olthe acc:optad price. or$
10 the ulllno Broker:
...
without regard lo tho agoncy relationship. Escrow lnslluctlom with re1poctlo commissions mav not be amended or revolted wlthouttha
wriuen consent of tho Brokorlsl.
If Sellor rocelvea liquidated damogas upon !ltfeult bv Buyor, So11or ~greet to pay Brokorlsl the leaser ollhe amount provided for
11bo11e or one half or thll llquldeted damagoa olltr deducting any costa of collection.
Commlnlon shall also be paye~blo upon any default by Sailor, or !he mutual rescission bv Duver 11ntf St~llor without tho wrluan con·
1en1 of tho IJrokorCtl, which prov11niK oompl~llon of thO putch•••· Thl11\preomont &hall not limit tho riohll or Broltor and Seller rrovlded
le>r In lfly nilting lisllnu egr..menl.
In env •etion for commission the pn>vlliling party &hall ho ontl!l~d to roosoneblo ott<mray leaa.
2S. PROVISIONS TO BIIINITIALLID. Tho lulluwlngltem• must bo •agrood tu" by both parlios to be binding on either pany. In tha liVelli of
dlsograllmeflt. Seller should make a t:ot'"ter olfor.
11om 8. liOUIOATED DAMAGES:
l1em 10. MEDIATION OF t>ISPUTES:
Item 11. ARBITRATION OF DISI>UTES.
Salllll' acknowledlJO$ rocelpt or • copy of this Agroamont. Aulloori11otion Is hetcbr given thallrokarltlln this tlllllllcllon to deliver 8 slolled
copy to Ouyer and to disclose tho terms of sole to men•btr• of a Multiple llallng Sel'\llce, Boerd or Asaod•tlon of REALTORS* at close of

ncrow.
SUBJECTTO: - - - - -

-------·.. --•

........_ _ _ _ ont•-

SollcH ••..
Sollor - - .

·- · - - Tlrna -·· - ...

. .. ·--·----Dote ............ - · · - · - Tirno ....... .

Buyer acknowledges rccolpt ol D CCiflY of the ICCDtl!Od Agreement.

•

Buyer-·-----Buvor _ _ _ __

'"""'""'"'9..
FORM 101-I.A,! CALII1·941

... ---Dolo-..

.. .•- - - T i m • - - · · - - - - - -

.. - - - - Dllltt. ··--

Time_, .. _ _ __

t.lltYRIGIIIMI!I'Il.lll!ll.nYrnl'llrS!:IIIUAI.'Il'dtSIIIIIO lllrAtR IIII.~A>IWAtt..CA 'MNl -~-- IAXffiSIU71Qis
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11:55 No.

•
Addenduan No. 1
In rcfcl'CJlcc to the purcba10 contract daccd Apdl14.1997 for the real pmpcny
located at Asscssor•s Parcel 047·Z93-050, known a1 Lot 3Z, Dlocl' 8, Sub.
No. 1 ot Granada, El Granada, California between Shannon Marquurdt and
Richard Shimek, the Sellers and Garrett D. Crispell and Eleanor M. Crispell
the Buyc.rs., tbc fullowing agreements nro made and become a p1111 ur the comract as hcrciu
sUlled:

1. Per Item 11 of the Purcha.-;e Contract • Buyers agree to arbitration.
2. This sale is contingent upon the sale by Seller or the CoasL"ide County Water Disu·icl
connection no later U1an May 15, 1997.
3. This sale is contingent upon Seller obLDining n releo.c;e of contract from Linda Bunb,
t11e person with a current accepted offer, no later clum April30, 1997.

All other tenns and conditions to ~emain cl~e same.

•

Garrett D. CrJspull, Buyer

Eleanor M. Crispell, Buyer

Shannon Marquardt, Seller

Date

Richard Sldmek. Seller

•

I

I

\

•

'

'

l
L...

!

_J

FEB 2 6 1999

i.

CALIFORNI.A.
COASTAL COMMISSICt-<

FEBRUARY 26, 1999
MS. JUDY TAYLOR
REMAX REAL ESTATE
210 MAIN STREET
HALF MOON BAY, CA. 94019
Re: Lot 32, Blk. 8, Granada
Dear Ms. Taylor,

•

Please be advised that we are prepared to pmchase the subject lot for fair market value.
We understand that it is under contract for $32,000 that seems reasonable to us. We
would even pay a bit more if the contracted buyer has sustained some development fees.
Our intended purpose is preserving the existing nature of the neighborhood We feel the
neighborhood would be negatively impacted by the addition of a single-family residence
on a twenty-five foot wide lot. We have consulted with our neighbors and they are
supportive of our position on this matter.
.
Please contact the appropriate owners/buyers regarding our purchase proposal. We
would purchase the property for all cash and without contingencies for utilities or permits
of any kind. We look forward to hearing back from you on this matter as soon as
possible.

Garrett and Eleanor Crisp

P. 0. Box808
El Granada, Ca. 94018
cc. San Mateo County Planning Dept.
dd. California Coastal Commission
EXHIBIT NO.
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•

Crispell February
1999 Offer to
Purchase Subject Lot

----

•

Memorandum

n ~ ©~e n\li/!E ill)

To:

Garrett & Eleanor Crispell

CC:

Jack Liebsrer If. MidCout Community Council

From:

Judy Taylor

Dai:B:

03/16199

,_:

910 Ve:ntara

-u

L

M~R 1 G 199~

CALIFORNIA
COASTA~ COMMISSION

lhank you for ycu letter offering to buy Linda's lot I am responding for her. not
because she is fronting for me (yes. my paranoia is Siva and \\911) but because the
emotional toll ot the OfJIXISitiorl nas been very diftiaJit tor her. The aannpanying
accounting Wll demonstrate >Mry your offer C!iiY'IOt be aa:eptsd.

Not building is not an option. Short of that if thElr9 is anything that can be done 1D
make it more acceptable, I will do ewrything In my power to acx::omplish it The
objective is and always has been for Linda to be able to build a smaB home that she
can afford. Changes in t1e design are secondary to her goal.
For the record, she is the OM'ler ct the property. It dosed on November 12, 1997.
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1~r~~~~§>~~a
Agent s Response to
Feb. 1999 Purchase
Offer
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Judy Taylor
Stnc
HaJfMOGII. Bay, CA 94019

~10 MaiD

•

•

Office: 650.712.5800
Voi.c:e mail 6$0.712.6924
F.u 650.726.1197

To:

Jack Liebster

Fax:

415.904.5400

from:

Judy Taylor

Date:

03/16/99

Re.:

A·I-SMc-99-014

Paaes:

1

CC:

:file
[] fc:lr RIMew

[]Urgent

•

••

•

•

0 Plawe Rat:IIY

IJ PlaaseCcmment

•

•

•

•

•

IJ .,._Rieqde

•

•

Nolill5: The·coststo <tie are (m no piiltic:Uar ader):
·~$1.j'l'14

.SuM.y'$1,417

DoNn PiiiY""ent and dc&ing costs $12,009
. Wi/.W perml$16,500
SCils test$1,500

Tax.es$370+

Qlunty$2,109
Ncte~$35.824 (b'lil'ld S1d seNer permt) piUs $4,000 In irWest payments.

Sewer to date $2.Z11

Total: $78,780

abscrb the kind a loss losing 1his prqect'IIICiid cause. Addilicnally, ther8 has been dose to 2 years d tnilllkEt

•

~ W'lichwculd plther even further behind in alfordablly.
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